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P R O C E E D I N G S  
-----------

PHILIP HANDLER : It  is my funct ion to welcome those of you 

who braved the elements this morning to get here on a typical day for a 

Washington meet ing . I t  may warm up slowly outdoors , but it will surely 

warm up in th�s hall . 

The title of this Forum , "The Cit izen and The Expert , "  is 

particularly solicitous for this inst itut ion . It has been in business for 

113 "years ,  and some of its business is that which is suggested by the 

t itle ; namely , to gather citizen-experts to assist the government with 

respec t to technical matters . As an inst itut ion we still  learn very 

slowly how to get on with that task .  When the inst itut ion was born , 

no one could have ant icipated the current volume of "business . "  By 

that I don ' t mean the amount of money or the number of people , but rather 

the extent of our involvement with the public interest , with the unravel ing 

and analysis  of purely technical issues , to understand what technical 

fac t s  must be understood so as to be able to apply the value system of a 

given t ime to the ult imate decisions that must be made . 

The extent to which we now engage in that process certainly 

was not ant ic ipated when the Academy was born and is relatively lit tle 

appreciated at the present t ime . The governnment itself has a large 

advisory ne twork . In numbers of commit tees and individuals it is more 

or less comparable to that which is funct ioning within this institution . 

We now have on the order of 550 committees that have another 350 

subcommit tees , panels, boards , et cetera , on which there serve a total 
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of something on the order of  7 ,500 different individuals . That is about 

equal to the network that the government itself has . 

But we are aware that it  does not mat ter whether we consider 

these assorted technical ques tions , or the government , or it be done out 

in the general sector of society itself. The only resource available 

for this task is those individuals who have inves ted their lives in the 

training and the disc ipline required to perform these analyses . They are 

extraordinarily difficult .  

I t  is easy for us to talk about dissecting out scient ific and 

technical facts  and separating them from human or social values . But rarely 

have I seen anyone do so . It is for that reason , part icularly , that the 

title of this Forum is so apt at this t ime when scientis ts generally , with 

greater or lesser degrees of trepidat ion , are wont to accept public rostrums 

and deliver their opinions . 

In this ins titut ion , we take the antithesis of that old saw , 

"I do , indeed , believe in the commit tee system as long as the commit tee 

doesn't contain more than one member . "  We take the oppos ite tack -- there 

is no one member in whom we wil l  ves t  that kind of confidence . Hence , 

we continue to rely on commit tees . 

These mat ters have been discussed in the past . There is a vast 

literature which relates to how the citizen-expert can assist his government 

and his fellow citizens in deal ing with problems in the public interest . 

I collect these . Here is one , for example , from President Wilson in his 

book on congressional government : " I f  there be one principle clearer than 

another , it is this , that in any business , whether �f government or mere 

merchandis ing , somebody mus t be trusted . "  In the wake of Watergate we 
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have suffered a loss of confidence in our fellows. Hence , the need for 

inst itutionalized mechanisms that seek to approach something akin to truth 

with respect to technical mat ters. 

A comment appeared over Pat McCurdy ' s  signature this last week 

in the American Chemical Society ' s  Weekly in which he quotes Walter Lippmann 

fif ty years ago . Mr. Lippmann said something quite cogent : "The power of 

the expert de�ends on separating himself from those who make the decisions , 

upon not caring , in his expert self , what decision is made . "  1 don ' t  

think 1 have ever met that man . It  is an image toward which some may 

strive , but there are very few of us who are not simultaneously both expert  

and citizen .  We pretend that we really c an make that separation o f  fac t 

from value , but it  is very difficult indeed . Moreover , it  is difficult 

to imagine anyone really working hard at a problem unless he does care 

very much that it come out well and does feel the matter to be of  considerable 

importance . And again ,  this is a reason to believe in using the collect ive 

mechanism of the commit t ee . 

One problem is that occasionally the scientis t engaged in this 

process may themselves have some kind of personal s take in the outcome -- not 

a financial stake , which is what is usually meant by the confl ict-of-interest 

laws -- but a stake that is really much closer to the bone : one's own 

s tatus in society , one's own reputation , one ' s  own view of oneself . This 

has led , again ,  to a number of misdeeds . The history of what happened to 

DDT in the United S tates may be one of the greatest collect ions of such 

inst ances to occur in some time . A marvelous description of  this phenomenon 

was written almos t a hundred years ago by Maurice Arthus . 1 have long 

cherished this one: "The scient ist who publicly adopts a doctrine or a 
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dogma accepts or rej ects the posit ion for reasons which in most  cases are 

personal and not always exclusively scientific . In accepting such a dogma , 

be performs an ac t of faith. Performing an act of faith involves the 

ent ire man up to and including his conscience , and to persist in one ' s faith 

becomes , in a sense , a quest ion of  honor . Having adopted such a public 

posit ion the protagonist ,  who is  not necessarily a man wi thout scientific 

' . 

merit , when h� condescends to experiment [ a  bad translation of  the French ] 

becomes like the at torney who defends a c lient in spite of the evidence 

of his crime , like the politician who exalts his party even for its mis takes 

and ·vile actions which he proclaims to be acts of virtue and of courage . 

He , the scient ist , automatically sorts the facts newly brought to light; 

he retains those , even the modest ones , that seem to prove him right and 

neglec ts the others , even the c learest and the most precise and convincing 

ones if they appear to indict him. Blinded by his passion , that is , by 

his immoderate love of his theory , he has recourse to all means , honorable 

or not , in order to defend it , for to him all means have become legit imate .  

He has ceased t o  be a scientist and has become a partisan . " 

Dr . Robbins , the morning is yours . 

FREDERICK ROBBINS : We have asked six members of the panel to 

make statement s ,  and we have paired them up as follows : Daniel Koshland 

and S tewart Brand will  discuss when experts are needed ; Carl Dj erassi 

and Charles Halpern then wil l  comment on how experts  are chosen or should 

be chosen ; and f inally , Peter But t and Bruce Hannay will  comment on how 

one uses experts . Although the remaining three members of the panel --

Philip Morrison , Hans Bethe , and Richard Jencks -- have not been assigned 

specific aspect s  for discussion , they wil l  comment whenever and on whatever 
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seems important to each of  them . My role will be primarily that of 

moderator . I believe that the panel is going to have a good t ime . We 

have already had a lit t le d iscussion among ourselves , and we hope that 

you will j oin in the fun and not take all this too seriously and enj oy 

yourselves . 

Although today ' s subj ect is part of a series o f  Forums placed 

within a Bic£1t ennial context , we wil l  not be discussing ma tters only 

from a Bicentennial point of view.  I t  should be recogniz ed , as we consider 

this highly important subj ect that is one of great concern to many people , 

how d i fferent it  is today from what it  was two hundred years ago . The 

principles are probably no different , but I think one should realize 

how complex things are now compared to what they were then . I am sure they 

looked as complex to the people in those days as they do to us now . 

It is important to  realiz e that no one is an expert in everything 

and that each of us is a c i t izen in respect to those areas outside our 

special expertise . Whether scientists are experts beyond their immediate 

field depends not so much on the role of the scientist as it does upon 

their personal qualit ies . I t  is  true that a well-educated person perhaps 

is a bet ter j udge of certain things than a not-sa-well-educated person , 

but certainly Jef ferson and others would have argued with this statement . 

Another mat ter about which I feel rather strongly is related 

to what I have just stated and which I think of as " the halo effect" -- a 

condit ion from which persons in certan posit ions suffer .  Because you 

are recognized as an author ity in a par ticular field , people expec t you 

to be knowledgeable and wise in all areas . I think that is something o f  

which we mus t  b e  very cautious , and I am aware of it because on occasion 
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people have expected expertise from me that I certainly did not possess , 

and solely because of the fact that I was recognized in a particular area . 

I am not going to say anything more now except to introduce the 

next person who wil l  make a statement , and this is Daniel Koshland , who 

will  address the subj ect of  when do we need experts , when are experts useful . 

DANIEL KOSHLAND : A French prime minister once remarked that there 

are three ways that a leader can lose power : by gambling , by chasing 

women , and by trusting expert s .  This skepticism toward experts i s  pervasive 

at a t ime when a techno logical c ivilization depends on experts . So the 

f irst question we ask today -- when do we need experts ?  -- exposes part 

of the prob lem. 

On one extreme , such as building a bridge across a river , a c it izen 

knows he needs an expert . Common sense alone cannot design a bridge . On 

the other extreme , j udging a beauty contest does not require a professor 
/ 

of art , yet both might qualify under the dictionary definit ion of  expert : 

"a person with a high degree of skill in , or knowledge of , a subj ect . "  

Quite c learly that definit ion fail s to define the nature o f  a subj ec t ,  and 

that is very important . 

In the case of the bridge , there is a vast store of  obj ective 

and c omplex knowledge beyond the training of the citizen . In the j udging 

of female beaut y ,  the background knowledge is peripheral and far from 

obj ective . No outside expert ise is needed . These extremes are easy to 

handle , but there is a vas t  middle ground , illustrated by nuclear reactor 

safety , FDA drug testing , environmental protection , malpract ice suits , and 

so forth , in which the role of the expert is not nearly so clear . 

To give illustrat ive examples o f  this middle ground , psychiatris ts 
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are considered experts by courts  of law ;  and each day we read headlines 

about j udges who order the accused to be examined by experts of psychiatry . 

Yet as citizens we expec t that the prosecution's psychiatrist will  give 

one type of tes t imony and the defense ' s  psychiatrist another . Our 

distinguished moderator , Dr . Robbins , has informed me that in Cleveland 

there is a f irm that will supply experts in malprac tice suits on whatever 

s ide the clie�t wishes . These are usually referred to as " the fines t  

exper ts tha t money can buy . "  Economists are usually devastating i n  their 

critic ism of  government policy , but when asked to predict future events 

they produce widely divergent solutions . These common experiences of 

disagreement lead the citizen to doubt the authority and sincerity of experts . 

To aid in this problem I would like to suggest that we give 

ratings to experts in the way we rate municipal bonds . Instead of credit 

ratings , I would suggest we call them credibility ratings , and the rating 

would be j udged on the basis of obj ec t ive knowledge in the field . There 

would be a number of ways to obt ain such a rating , but one simple one 

would be to ask twenty independent individual s  in the area the same 

question and compare their answers . Twenty identical answers would give 

a rating o f  1,000; twenty dif ferent answers , a rating of 000. I t  would , 

of  course , be necessary in some cases to run field trials to be sure that 

the experts  are not unanimously wrong . 

It is important in this regard to ask questions in the area of  

policy decision .  The ability t o  design bridges o r  an SST does not 

establish an abil ity to dec ide on their desirability . The abil ity to 

design a nuclear reac tor does not make one an expert to decide on the 

r isk ra tios to the public . And this  would be true of psychiatrists and 
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economists. They may be competent in some areas; but if  they tes t ify in 

criminal trials or on the federal budget , they must establish that the 

state of their art justifies an expert rating . 

We could go further and even say that it  is the duty of a 

learned society , or even the National Academy , to be sure that the cit izen 

is being fairly treated and to examine certain areas in which experts are 

used extensiv�ly to establish the validity of the expertise that is claimed . 

In other words , to be sure that behind the scientific j argon there is a 

corpus o f  obj ec tive truth . Perhaps we need an FDA of expert ise to  certify 

whi�h experts can be generally regarded as safe . 

Failure to do this has had two unpleasant consequences : (a) it 

has allowed the citizen to be int imidated in areas in which the expertise 

is nonexistent or weak ; (b) it has allowed the genuine expert to be 

devalued so that his advice is ignored in cases where it  could be helpful . 

When , then , do we use experts?  The answer would seem clear : 

Whenever there is a substantial body of obj ective knowledge beyond the 

training of an ordinary c it izen .  I f  the credibil ity rating o f  the expertise 

in the area is 1, 000 , the expert should be listened to with great respect 

and have a decisive rol e . I f  the credibility rating is merely 500 , his 

opinion should be taken with a grain of salt . If it is close to 000 , we 

should consider that there is no expertise and the pseudoexpert then has 

the right to express his opinion , as every citizen does , but he carries 

no more weight than the ordinary citizen . 

This opinion conflicts with some who �lieve that the expert is  

inevitably biased and hence should be eliminabei from the decision-making 

process . He should , they say , be put in some -'nor, subservient role , 
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speaking only when spoken to . This presumes two conclusions : that the 

exper t  has less common sense than the citizen ,  and that the citizen has 

no b iases of his own . If the expert , by reason of his training , is so 

biased he cannot act with common sense , then an act ive cit izen prominent 

in public causes is logically excluded also . This would reduce us to 

using intellectual eunuchs , individuals so neutral in opinion that one 

person has su�gested to me that perhaps they are neither for nor against 

apathy . 

This brings us to another reason for experts being used in 

policy-making bodies , and that is the t ime factor . Most of the current 

decisions that are highly controversial are decided against the backdrop 

of urgent deadlines . The cyclamate decision , the SST decision , the recent 

Red Dye No . 2 dec ision are all issues in which the scient is t involved 

would have loved to have had two extra years and an extra $2 mil lion to 

do the studies that might have decided the issue in an obj ective manner .  

In fac t , the scient ist would probably vastly prefer in general to be out 

of the decision-making process and to be given a quest ion , allowed to 

devise experiments ,  and report back only when those experiments have 

succeeded . 

But in issues of  vast  public concern , no such leisurely time 

schedule is allowed . In the SST decision and the Red Dye decision , for 

example , the latest data are being delivered to the policy body even as 

the f inal dec ision is being writ ten .  Does it  truly make sense , then , to 

exclude from these bodies those who can understand the data presented ? 

Is the ivory tower of the scientist who would like a few years to f inish 

his experiments any more unrealistic than the ivory tower of the citizen 
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who wants all the scientific conclusions finished in a one-page , true-false 

memo in t ime for a lay board to make the final decis ion? 

Finally , in order to be a litt le controversial , I might sugges t 

that the expert may in many cases have advantages on such cit izen policy-making 

boards for one simple reason : He has learned to live with complexity . It  

is nice t o  believe that the issues are simply whe ther cyclamates are good 

or bad , whe ther genet ic engineering is moral or immoral , whether nuclear 

reac tors are safe or unsafe . In fac t , the issues of greatest interest are 

never that clear . They are partly good and part ly bad , and only the 

courage to face the honest  fact  of part ial truth will carry us through . 

The expert must learn to be more humble at t imes , t o  be more rigorous in 

defining those areas where expertise exis ts , and where in fact it does not . 

The citizen will have to learn to use the exp ert , for he is the guy with 

the f lashl ight in the dark forest of our current technological complexities . 

STEWART BRAND : Dr. Koshland and I are addressing the quest ion of 

when do you need expert s ,  and since I am responding I would like to talk 

about when we don ' t need experts.  This is  pre t ty much respective of the 

c i tizen , and I suppose that is the area I am most involved in serving . 

I think an expert  is not needed or usable when we can ' t  afford 

one . I f  we can ' t get the best expert that money can buy , then money is 

not part of  the equation. It is usually the case that you can get experts 

rather cheaply -- not in person , but by their writings or by talks or 

other forms , and it  is the other forms that particularly interest me .  It 

is fairly rare that an area of concern is moving so quickly that you can ' t 

f ind something very wel l  thought out and very wel l  writ ten on it , or that 

you can ' t make a few direct telephone calls , each of which leads to a 
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fur ther level of expertise , and in the course of an afternoon you can 

f ind out everything you need to know , s tart ing with the yellow pages . 

There is another area which is especially tricky , and that is 

where the actual locus of expertise is different than it  appears, such as, 

for example ,  in the area of bir th control pills . In recent years such 

expertise was supposed to reside with the gynecologist . What the women 

were finding ��as that they were get t ing very poor information from their 

gynecologists and getting much bet ter information from other women . 

Anecdotal report s were more useful to women to decide if  they wanted to 

s tay with these problematic devices than the advice of an expert . 

It is fascinating to me the actual ways that expertise comes to 

you. It is not part icularly scientific , though that is certainly one 

increment . You look for someone who is rather good at appraising with 

some obj ectivity . But then you have got to appraise the appraiser , and 

the way this happens is quite informal . It  has to deal with experience of 

the people whose expert ise you are testing , with goss ip networks , what 

you have heard about so-and-so and from other so-and-so ' s  whose expert ise 

you are also guessing a t . But by and by a feeling for where the real 

information is develops . This is not supposed to be the case , but it  

is , and I think perhaps we could improve our sense of how to actually find 

out where the quality is . 

So all  this comes back to things that are not so quant ifiable , 

such as character and integrity and the networks of  trust that get built 

up among groups of people who know each other . They don ' t necessarily 

agree , but they trust each other . When you get into one of these , the 

quality of informat ion you get starts to improve drast ically . Perhaps 
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that is the function of things like this Forum, that there is a certain 

amount of face-to-face contact through which this kind of information 

·passes . I t  is not quantifiable, it doesn't pass very well through the 

printed media, but it is absolutely essential to judge real expertise. 

ROBBINS : Three members of the panel have not been assigned 

specific responsibilities for making comments, so I am going to ask each 

of them -- Ph�lip Morrison, Hans Bethe, and Richard Jencks -- to make a 

very brief comment to what has been said so far. 

PHILIP MORRISON : I find myself interested in emphasizing the 

absence of discontinuity in this process even though, as the Chairman said, 

we certainly have inherited in these two centuries peculiarly complex 

kinds of problems -- problems of scale, I would say, largely more than 

anything else. I submit that the idea of a special expert's knowledge 

surrounded by professional training, a particular jargon, a shared experience, 

is very deeply built into the processes of the republic in two extremely 

important areas; and, as far as I can tell, was present even in the 

Philadelphia days of two hundred years ago. 

I mention only the two most salient of these. First of all, 

the idea of the processes and procedures and structures by which a just 

and visibly just government can be set up is an idea that is entrusted by 

and large to lawyers. The notion, due process, is the description of a 

lawyer. The theorists of the law, as well as the practitioners and as well 

as the draftsmen of legislation, are of course the people who actually 

operate the government day by day. It has been a long time since we had a 

president who was not a lawyer. 

The other extraordinarily important profession, which surfaces 
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less in the Constitution and in the Declaration and the years thereafter, 

but is more and more visible in public life today and for the past generation 

is that important profession hardly mentioned until now, the military. Again 

I could characterize this profession by the same qualities of expertness 

and separation typical of the PhD bacteriologist. 

These examples have to do with the rather narrow range of the 

complex techrtcal matters that actually function in our society. They 

reflect a regulatory, an inhibitory, and policing function of government 

and the view of it and the judgment of what should or should not be permitted 

or extended� Perhaps this is right for a state where so much is done by 

enterprise outside the government, but still I think that the positive 

actions of government are very important and cannot be elided. 

I was very much taken by the notion that the citizen is not 

helpless in front of this expertise, as indeed the civilian government has 

never been helpless -- perhaps because it is largely lawyers -- in the face 

of the military expertise placed before it by chiefs of staff and their 

military organizations. The citizen is able to deal with these problems 

insofar as be shares the experiences and the broad fundamental statements 

that these professions and these disciplines have always and must put forward. 

The citizen-solider is a stereotype of American life, but it is absolutely 

true. American life has been characterized up until really the present time 

by the s mall size of the standing army, by the large role of the reserves, 

by the once-called- up persons who remember for good or bad their experiences 

and had some sense of the conduct of warfare, by the civilian leaders who 

immersed themselves in the theory of military statesmen-like actions in 

war -- from Lincoln to Roosevelt and beyond -- and brought us through a 
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difficult and checkered his tory. 

I think , therefore , that in science and in technology as a whole , 

there is a good deal o f  hope -- which I myself feel mos t  important to 

encourage and fos ter in every way -- to deal with their expertise in much 

the same way , to have this experience more widely shared , to have people 

try to come to grips with some of the numbers and some of the ideas . The 

expert is a ��n whose exper t ise very often consis ts -- in the anecdote --

of having made all sorts of mistakes . But having made all sorts of  mis takes , 

he has found some partial truths and put those down in a number of nice 

papers or books , or his colleagues have , or his enemies� By having access 

to those , a citizen willing to apply himself in some honestness to  the 

logic of the problem can , I· think , make great headway. 

That has certainly been the case that led the republic , for 

good and bad in its 200 years , to grow so in the face of  dominat ion , it 

seems to  me, by lawyers and soldiers . I don ' t think it  need falter now 

in face of endocrinologists and public interes t lawyers. 

RICHARD JENCKS : It seems to me not so  much a question of when 

do we need expert s -- there is hard ly any situation in which a task cannot 

be done more expertly than it is being done -- as when should we rej ect 

experts even when we need them. 

Life is becoming increas ingly vicarious in the personal sphere : 

parents long ago ceded their authority to Dr . Spock , young lovers to 

Dr. Comfort , cooks to Julia Child . Somet imes it  seems to me that the 

motto of contemporary life should be -- "Mama , I want to do it mysel f" 

the ultimate cry against the expert. 

And certainly in the political sphere , decision-making should 
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not be vicarious . The S ST may not be found by experts to  dis turb the 

ozone layer , but political representatives ought to be free to  ban it 

anyway if they wish . Fluor idation might be found by experts to be wholly 

beneficial , but a c ity counc il ought to be free to decide and to reflect 

the feeling of  the citizenry that wat er should not be tampered with . 

Educational experts may feel they know exactly what kind of textbooks would 

benefit the �\ild , but an elected c ity council should be free to reflec t 

the deep concerns and felt  necessities of parents of children . 

Lincoln once had to cope with an expert general ,  General McClellan , 

who"insisted on advising him on the general conduct of  the war . Lincoln 

said he felt like the rider whose horse caught its hoof in the s t irrup . 

The rider said to his horse· : "If  you are going to  get on, I am going to 

get off . "  In short , the expert should be servant and not master . 

HANS BETHE : I would like to  add another point to the circumstances 

in which one needs experts . In fact it is a point which goes back to my 

own experience . The first time I was asked to func tion as an expert was 

right after the Second World War , when nuclear weapons had been invented 

and had been brought into our arsenal . My expert ise in this case was not 

so much needed for the way in which you make nuclear weapons -- that is 

not very difficult , and in fact , you can write it down . The difficult 

problem was what to do with them . The experts -- the people who had worked 

with nuclear weapons during the war and had lived with them -- had much 

more of an idea what nuclear weapons would mean to the world at large , 

what they would mean not only to  the possible conduct of war , but also to 

internat ional relat ions. As many of you know , mos t  of the nuclear sc ient is ts 

at that t ime recommended that nuclear weapons be put under internat ional 
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control and not be part of  the national armaments . The United States 

tried and failed to bring this about . 

This kind of forward perspective -- what a given invention might 

mean in the future -- can be judged much more easily by the people who have 

worked on it and lived with it for several years than by people who come in 

fresh . I perfectly agree with Mr . Jencks that the final decision has to 

lie with the .!lected representatives of the people and not with the expert .  

Nevertheless , I believe that the expert should be heard not only in the 

narrow field of his expertise , but also in judging the consequences that a 

given development is likely to have. 

ROBBINS : Now we hope that those of  you in the audience will be 

free to partic ipate . I assure you that among the panel there are enough 

disagreement s  and quest ions of each other so that we will have no di fficulty 

in carrying on a very spirited discussion here , but we would be happy at 

this t ime to have you participate. 

FRED BROWN: I am with the Publ ic Affairs Center of the University 

of Southern California here in Washington , and I at tended the previous Forum 

in this series. Let me say that Professor Adams , who pres ided the last time , 

agreed with the observation of the audience , and it seemed to be a consensus , 

that the representativeness of the panel on that occasion was not adequate.  

That diff iculty persists  today , and I wil l  get to that point next. 

My first point is an intense reac tion to something that 

Professor Koshland said , when he proved bet ter than any other way on this 

occasion that an expert in one thing is not an expert in something else . 

He is a recognized expert in medicine , and I acknowledge him for that ; 
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but he clearly is not an expert in reading newspapers . The Washington 

Pos t today , in direct quotation of  Commissioner Schmidt o f  the Food and 

Drug Administration concerning the Red Dye No . 2 decis ion , says clearly 

that this is not a final decision , that the evidence is not in , and that 

scientists are going to cont inue their work . There is no cutoff  at all of 

the need to  cont inue research on the ef fect o f  that dye on humans. The 

only reason -� and this is clearly stat ed on the front page of  the Washington 

Post , quoting Commissioner Schmid t -- for making the decision now is that 

s ince human life is involved and since there is some evidence of carcino

genicity of Red Dye No . 2 in rats , he , as a public official , thinks it is 

incumbent upon him without the full medical evidence at this point concerning 

its effect on humans , that be act decisively and declare that it shall no 

longer be used as an additive in foodstuffs . 

Now Mr . Hutt is present today , former counsel with the Food and 

Drug Adminis trat ion . I f  he want s to comment further on this point , I would 

be pleased that he do i t .  

My second point concerns the representat iveness o f  this panel . 

There is  no member up there who current ly works for any level of government , 

unless you consider the University of Cal ifornia part of government , It is , 

of course , part of the California state system, but it  is not directly a part 

o f  government . As far as I can tell from the biographies of  the individuals 

up there , Mr. Hutt is the only individual with former direct , full-time 

government service. To speak of expert ise and because of  the his tory o f  

the National Academy of Sciences to regard it a s  residing i n  the privat e 

community and not in government , to ind icate that is not government officials 

who use that expertise by not having a representative of  government either 
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as an expert in science or any other f ield on the platform -- all seem 

to me a shortsighted view as to what today ' s subj ect is all about . 

I have worked in many government agenc ies , and I have found tha t ·  

i t  i s  the outside expert who comes to u s  in the government for the expert 

knowledge about many areas . This is not to deny that there are many other 

fields in which the expertise resides outside , and that there are certain 

f ields in whi�h the expertise is shared between the academic and scholarly 

community outs ide the government and the expertise inside the government . 

To go back to the his tory o f  the National Academy o f  Sciences and think 

that what was t rue in Lincoln ' s  day -- that all the expertise was outside 

and none of it inside -- is to me a very shortsighted and limited view of 

the nature of expert ise today . I myself have been the subj ec t of  interviews 

for books written by out side experts , professors of universit ies , and 

almos t everything said in the book was what I had told them as a government 

official involved in dealing with certain very important matters in the 

area of social security . 

So  I am very disturbed that Professor Adams d idn ' t convey the 

message to the preparers of this conference that the representativenes s on 

the plat form should be much bet ter than I observe it at this t ime . 

PETER HUTT: Mr . Brown , perhaps I could comment on two aspects 

of your s tatement . The first is that I agree both with what Daniel Koshland 

said and with what Commissioner Schmidt said , and I do not think the two 

of  them would disagree . What Dan said , as I heard him , was that scient is ts 

do wish that there were an additional two years to conduct all o f  the 

tes ts  that would prove out one way or another whether Red No . 2 is carc ino

genic or unsafe in some other way , or is indeed safe . I think he would 
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also agree that the Commissioner was duty bound by law to make a decision 

based upon all of the facts  available even i f  the informa tion current ly 

· available is incomplete. I really do not see any inconsistency there at 

all . 

As to your second question , I do indeed intend to discuss both 

the use of  experts within the government and the use by the government of 

outside exper;·s , on the basis of  my four years of experience , but I think 

it would be premature to get into that until I make my other remarks . I 

do believe , however ,  from my experience , that no one in the government has 

all 'o f  the expert ise , anymore than any institution outside the government 

has all o f  the expertise , on any given issue. Therefore , what I urge 

constantly is a melding of the expert ise inside and outside the government 

in order to arrive at the best conclusions for the public . 

BROWN : On your last statement I agree 100 percent . On the f irst 

statement I think there may be a semant ic problem as to what Commissioner 

Schmidt said and the interpretat ion of it. I think he said that scient ist s  

d o  need lots more time t o  check out the effect o f  Red Dye No . 2 o n  humans ; 

the statement that the scient ist s  wish to have it  imp lies that they don ' t  

have it . The wish is being fulfilled , the Commissioner is hopeful and 

the FDA wil l probably support with funds a great deal of cont inued research 

on the effect of Red Dye No. 2 on humans . 

HUTT: We have representatives of the Food and Drug Adminis tration 

here. I have not been there in three-quarters of a year and have no idea 

whether or not FDA wil l  continue test ing Red No . 2 .  

BROWN: Commiss ioner Schmidt said they would. 

BUTT : I think the central point is that a dec ision had to be 
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made before that testing could be completed. I doubt that Dr. Koshland, 

who can now speak for himself, has any real question about that. 

ROBBINS: I think we better let Dr. Koshland respond. Then I 

am going to respond briefly to the composition of the panel question, and 

Dr. Djerassi has comments to make on this point. I hope we can avoid, 

however, getting into a discussion of Red Dye No. 2 specifically. That 

could go on sll morning and still not get us anywhere. 

KOSHLAND: I think that I probably didn't express myself well, 

because the point that Peter Hutt just made is exactly what I think should 

happen in government. A decision had to be made, but the research should 

go on. This illustrates the very important point of expertise in timed 

decisions. The cyclamate decision, several years ago, was very similar 

probably to the current decision on Red Dye No. 2. I hear that cyclamates 

are now being reexamined and may, in fact, be let back on the market. In 

their daily lives scientists are used to such revisions. Even though 

Newton's theory of the world was a great one, Einstein's theory required 

that it be revised. The public is going to have to learn not to have 

villains and heros if decisions made with inadequate scientific evidence 

are later changed. 

CARL DJERASSI : I do want to comment on Red Dye No. 2 as an 

example of one fact that I think everyone has ignored, including the 

panel members here. I think Mr. Brown has completely oversimplified the 

situation. It is not true that you have any opportunity of changing your 

mind. Red Dye No. 2, in my opinion, will never be reintroduced. Thus, 

even if the FDA changes its opinion about cyclamates, they will be only 

a minor sugar substitute in the future, unless saccharin gets removed. 
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It is very difficult to reintroduce a drug or a commodity or chemical 

once it is in sufficient trouble to be officially withdrawn. 

Incidentally, it is not true that further studies can really 

be carried out. This would be relatively meaningless because the argument 

is one that cannot be answered, namely, whether animal experiments have 

any relevan�e to humans. Now Red Dye No. 2 has been on the market for 

many years, and you might say that the clinical work has already been 

done. There are now questions whether certain animal experiments that 

have been carried out recently have any relevance. How will you establish 

this; by further clinical work? There is a real contradiction in 

Commissioner Schmidt's statement in today's Washington Post that there 

is no real health hazard but that the burden of proving safety belongs 

not to the government or public but to those who claim it is safe. The 

people who claim it is safe are in no position to really demonstrate this. 

The dye will be taken off the market and the FDA will of course not do 

any further work in the field except for possibly carrying out some additional 

animal experiments that will have no relevance whatsoever to the issue. So 

the issue is dead. 

This is an example of why so many of these decisions are in fact 

irrevocable. You are dreaming if you think that we really will change our 

minds and subsequently reverse such a position. The industry and the public 

will have adjusted to the circumstances and introduced substitutes. 

ROBBINS: I want to just very briefly comment on the composition 

of the panel. We recognize full well that it is not entirely representative 

of every possible shade of opinion that could be introduced into the panel. 

Some of the efforts that were made to get certain types of people were 
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not successful. Nonetheless, there is a spread of opinion here, quite 

a spread of expertise, and I hope that we will not spend a great deal of 

time belaboring this issue. We are sorry if it doesn' t represent everybody, 

but it isn' t always possible to have exactly what you would like. 

DORIS HAIRE: I am President of the American Foundation for 

Maternal and Child Health, and I am on the Consumer Advisory Ad Hoc Committee 

for the FDA. For over a half a century the dictionaries have defined the 

word safe as "free from harm or inj ury." There is very little variation 

in rhis definition. Butazolidin, according to the drug package insert, 

is a drug that can cause hearing loss, detached retinas, aplastic anemia, 

leukemia, coma and death. Pitocin, which is a drug we use to stimulate 

the pregnant uterus, according to the package, can cause uterine rupture 

and hypertonic contractions. Both of these conditions can cause a serious 

trauma or death to the fetus. Both of these drugs meet the FDA experts' 

standards of safety. It is my contention that the expert standard of safety 

is invalid, and I feel strongly that while the expert can certainly advise 

the patient, what we need in this country is a patient label so that 

patients can be involved in decisions regarding their health care. I 

would like a discussion of patient labels from the group if it is possible. 

ROBBINS: This is a somewhat different area of concern than we 

are talking about. I would make a comment, though, that if you are assuming 

that every drug or every therapeutic agent on the market; including aspirin, 

is fully safe, then you have a very false concept of therapy because this 

is not true. Every drug and every therapeutic procedure has a built-in 

risk that cannot be avoided under any circumstances, depending upon how 

you use that particular agent. So I am afraid your comment is misleading 
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and should be put in the context that we use many drugs, all of which are 

highly dangerous if improperly used. 

HUTT : I think that a point is being made by Mrs. Haire that 

reflects some of the earlier comments. The average citizen is beginning 

to distrust the expert, in this case the physician, and may desire to do 

what Stewart Brand was talking about, to gain the information from either 

the doctor's �ackage insert or a new concept of a patient package insert, 

or indeed to go to a textbook on pharmacology to obtain that information for 

himself or herself -- in effect, to second-guess the expert. I think that 

is worthy of some discussion and gets to the heart of the issue of when 

you use experts and how the citizen can interact with the expert who is 

most widely used in our society, the practicing physician. 

CHARLES HALPERN: I would just like to second the point that 

Mrs. Haire and Peter Hutt made. I think it is terribly important that 

citizens be given access to expert information in the most expeditious way 

possible. The plain fact is that women have discovered in recent years 

that they can understand much more about the hazards inherent in various 

birth control technologies, and they are starting to insist quite properly 

that they be given access to this information. 

This, along with the point that Stewart Brand made earlier, 

raises another question about the representativeness of this panel, if I 

may be permitted one more word on it. I have never been on a panel of this 

type without its being criticized for being exclusively white, male, and 

middle-aged. I was really taken aback by Mr. Brown's objection to this 

panel that there weren't any government employees here. I must say that 

I am more impressed by the conventional criticism than I am by Mr. Brown's. 
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The fact is that women and racial minorities enrich discussions of this 

kind and bring quite novel perspectives. I have seen this in discussions 

·in two areas of my own interest -- birth control technology and psychosurgery. 

The participation of racial minorities and women have been extremely important 

in the policy debates on these subjects in which I have participated. I 

would hope that the planning of subsequent Academy Forums would not fall 

into this err�r. 

BRAND: I can't resist one comment about this question of developing 

your own expertise as a citizen. We carried a great book called the Merck 

ManUal in the Whole Earth Catalog, first edition. The Manual is essentially 

a layman's presentation of the full body of general-practitioner medical 

knowledge. With a little application and experience it is quite extremely 

useful in the home. So we carried the book and also made it available through 

our Whole Earth Truck Store. I immediately got a quite curt letter from 

the publishers, saying that we could not make this book available to the 

general public and that they would do everything they could to prevent us 

from doing so. We then had �o say, "You can't get the book from us, but 

just go to the nearest university bookstore and pretend you are a medical 

student and you can get the book." It seems too bad that you have to go 

through that labyrinthine approach to get information that should be available 

to everyone. 

HUTT: I would add just one final comment, Mrs. Haire. I personally 

have supported the idea of a patient package insert for every prescription 

drug. I happen personally to believe that education of the public in that 

respect is a first-rate idea. On the other hand, the experience with the 

only situation where that has been used, with oral contraceptives, has been 
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that those patient package inserts are not widely read. Very, very few 

people ever read it beyond the first time perhaps, and there is some 

·evidence that many do not even read it then. So two things must go together 

in approaching this matter: first, the availability of the information, and 

second, education of the consuming public to use the information that already 

is available. 

BRO'"'N: I think it is in the spirit of this conference that 

there be back and forth, so I hope you won't object if I give a back to 

a couple of forths. I think it is very demeaning of the point I made 

concerning no government experts being on the panel to refer to my point 

as having to do with "government employees. " That is a very demeaning word; 

it shows that there is no understanding on the platform of the point I am 

making. Furthermore, the demeaning statement that no panel can be 100 percent 

representative of anything also shows very little understanding of my point. 

I am not talking about a very minor point, I am talking about a major point: 

the government today has within it experts, and I don't want them called 

"employees.". They are professionals working for the government who are, 

in certain areas, more expert than the people outside, and there are many 

of them. The National Institutes of Health, the Defense Department, the 

various economic and social agencies of the federal government are very 

much involved and very much able to provide expertise in all these areas, 

and I regret very much that they are called in a demeaning way "government 

employees." 

BUTT: I would like to respond to that as someone who, for the 

past four years, has been a government employee. I was proud of that term, 

and I wear continuously the two badges of honor that were given to me as 
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a government employee. Whether I was an expert or not, I thought somewhat 

irrelevant. 

BROWN: I was a government employee, too, and I was proud to 

be called one. But when it is used in a demeaning and insulting way, as it 

was, then I have to object to it, not you, Mr. Hutt. 

ROBBINS: Your objection is heard and I am sure an insult was 

never intende-t. 

BROWN: I have another point concerning the irrevocability of 

an FDA decision. These two examples may not be quite in the same order 

and 'quite of the same quality of the Red Dye No. 2 decision. I remember 

that smoked fi.sh was taken off the market for about six or eight months or 

a year and then restored. Canned cranberry sauce was taken off the market 

for quite a long time and then restored. As I say, I am not an expert enough 

to know whether Red Dye No. 2 comes in that same category. 

DJERASSI: It does not because there are no substitutes for 

smoked fish or cranberry sauce. This is exactly the point I made about 

cyclamates. If saccharin were taken off the market at the same time that 

one permits cyclamates to be used again, then cyclamates would be reinstituted. 

But I would like to emphasize that for most of the items that are removed, 

like dye stuffs, drugs, et cetera, there are alternatives. In fact that 

is one of the key arguments that the FDA uses with some justification 

that they are not even willing to take a minor risk because there are 

alternatives: people don't have to use Red Dye No. 1 or No. 2 ,  they can use 

No. 40 , for instance. The same is true of cyclamates, because people 

could use saccharin, and in many other drugs there are many other substitutes. 

While I have the floor I would like to ask Mrs. Haire one question, 
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because I also happen to be quite sympathetic to the belief that there 

should be package inserts and, in fact, am a firm believer in this. I am 

not quite sure how this can be handled because I think that you are only 

talking about prescription drugs. In my opinion, package inserts are even 

more important in the context of over-the-counter drugs. Have you, for 

instance, ever looked at the real list of side effects of aspirin? If you 

look at that tist you could construct a horror story out of aspirin. How 

do people really evaluate the question of applicability rather than validity 

of the information? There may be side effects, such as the ones cited for 

Butazolidin, that are horrible but which apply only to very few people. You 

have to be able to evaluate that, and the physicians, in fact, do so. 

HAIRE : Today there are a lot more people who use a cold cloth 

rather than an aspirin than there might have been two years ago. There 

is a lot more awareness of the possible hazards of aspirin among the general 

public. But I feel that a patient package insert would be so valuable 

because it would encourage patient education as to the risks in the drug. 

I f  the doctor knows that the patient is going to read that package insert, 

he is going to make more of an effort to see that the patient gets this 

information in a more intimate discussion than is presently done. 

ROBBINS: We will take one more question and then we are going 

to move on to the panelists in order to have a resemblance even to the 

timetable. Yes sir? 

ERIC REISFELD: I have no affiliation that has any possible 

pertinence here. About thirty-five years ago or so, when I arrived in 

this country, I very soon discovered a violent and national disease that 

we all seem to suffer from and one that has been getting more and more 
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severe -- expertitis. As we all know, and this has been well discussed 

at length, the emphasis in the scientific community has been towards more 

· and more people knowing more and more about less and less -- in other words, 

overspecialization. We are having more experts who know more about their 

particular field but have no knowledge of possible side effects outside it. 

Frankly, the average citizen like me has a basic, fundamental gut distrust 

of institutio"alized experts. Consequently I was wondering what the 

scientific community is doing in regard to making certain that people do 

become aware of the disciplinary effects of their actions. 

KOSHLAND : I think what you say is a very serious problem. 

There are moves, in fact, supported by funds for interdisciplinary studies, 

and the present proliferation of knowledge is almost forcing people to be 

generalists as well as specialists. But I would answer your general 

criticism with a story which I think puts the expert in perspective. 

A lady who had broken her lamp went next door to a physicist, a 

university professor, and asked him to fix it. After about an hour he 

had taken everything apart and couldn't get it back together. The lady 

turned to him with great exasperation and said, "My goodness, man, don't 

you have any couanon sense?" He bowed very low and said, "Common sense 

is a rare gift of God; I have only a technical education. " 

ROBBINS :  With that I am going to ask Dr. Djerassi to address 

himself briefly to how you choose experts. 

CARL DJERASSI : I wish to discuss this in a limited way, 

making an argument that is neither populist nor popular. In order to 

do this I would like to define the areas in which experts are needed. 

First of all there are two major types of problems: prospective 
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ones , which frankly interes t me more , and retrospec tive ones . A retrospective 

one , for example , would be whethe r  Red Dye No . 2 should be taken of f the 

market because this and that side effect may or may not occur . A prospective 

one would be one where expert knowledge was needed to evaluate whe ther work 

should be done on a certain topic -- whethe r  to go to the moon , build 

nuc lear power s tations or develop a new kind of drug , an oral contracep tive 

at a time wh£ t oral contraceptives were an unknown concep t .  

These are the two main divisions where expert knowledge is 

probably needed . But then there is another type of divis ion which I think 

is possibly more relevant t o  the ques tion of citizen and expert or c i tizen 

versus expert ,  and that is that mos t  problems can be divided into three 

categories : the f irst  is a purely technical , scientific component ; the 

second refers to soc ie tal desirability and acceptability ; the third deals 

with political feasibility . 

I would like to emphasize that almost every expert is also a 

citizen . It is by no means clear that every citizen is also an expert . 

We really need experts for the first category the ques tion of expert 

knowledge -- and I am going to address myself to this quest ion in a moment . 

For the second one of soc iet al accep tability or des irability , there are 

frequently t imes when the expert can make a contribution as a ci tizen 

and not as an expert al though his expert knowledge ought to help . When 

it comes to the third category , the political feasibili ty , experts are 

frequently used by poli ticians for their own purpose , and I think that 

expert s should be careful not to be so used . It is in that area that I 

am least comfortable abou t the role of expert s .  When it comes to the 

nonexpert cit izen , it is perhaps in the third category , pol i tical feas ibil ity , 
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but particularly in the second one of soc ial acceptabil ity and desirability 

that I think he or she should play the main role . It i s  rather important 

to distinguish among these different categories because one usually has 

to proceed in that  order . In general , decisions about societal desirability 

or political feas ib il ity cannot be made until some informat ion about the 

technical and scientific component of the question is in band . 

I r?w would l ike to  talk about an aspect of select ion of  experts 

that bas been bothering me for quite a while . It bas been bothering me 

in part because I have always worn two bats at the same time . I have been 

a university professor and at the same t ime I have had something to do with 

industry ,  being involved usually with corporate management of research 

enterprises that were not "me-too" enterprises ,  but rather dealt with 

innovative proj ect s . For ins tance , I was involved in the development of 

the very first oral contraceptive , which was not a negligible development 

at the t ime i t  was done . I now am involved in trying to design completely 

new methods of insect control , of a type that bas not been done before . 

I would say in this case people won ' t question that these are soc ie tally 

important topic s .  Whether we should do such work or not is part of a 

different question . 

The thing that has bothered me is that people -- and I am sure 

it applies to mos t  of you here -- use "conflict of interes t "  or "po tential 

conflict of interest" and "bias" synonymously .  I think this i s  grossly 

unfair. I find that in general someone who has anything to do with indus t ry 

is aut omatically suspec t . Irrespect ive of  whether industry selec ts that 

expert , or whether he comes from industry , he is suspected and much of 

the evidence is automat ically discounted . This is so because be or she 
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presumably is b iased and subj ect to confl ict of interes t .  I think the 

bias of the government employees , the academic , or the consumer is as 

great as the bias of the expert that comes f rom industry .  Furthermore , 

the definit ion of confl ict of interes t which lawyers usually use is that 

of s tock ownership . I am not that uncomfortable with such ownership 

provided it is fully published and everyone knows it ahead of t ime . I 

am much more �oncerned abou t  the conflict of interest which is not necessarily 

illegal and of  which part icularly the press and lawyers , as well as the entire 

legislative branch are guilty.  I am referring to the conflict of interes t 

generated by your position in society or in your profession and where this 

may lead you to conclus ions or actions that are as inappropriate or as full 

of implied or actual conflict of interest as those of the person owning 

s tock in a corporation . 

We l ive in a society in this country where almos t all of the 

pract ical things that we do in which expert knowledge is needed in one 

way or another are implemented by industry . This i s  particularly true of 

the sort of indus try that is controlled by regulatory agencies such as the 

FDA or EPA. I am a f irm believer in the importance of these regulatory 

agencies . However , I am not so happy about the manner in which some of the 

decisions are made , in part because o f  the selection of experts on cert ain 

advisory committees . The select ion is always based on having only people 

who presumably have no conflict of interest or bias on a given topic . I 

think that this is preposterous . This is like selec ting exclusively a 

group of  virg ins , of nuns or monks , and of seventy-year old cardinals to 

write a b ook on the j oys of sex . They could write something very academic 

and theoretical , but for such a book you also need people who have been in 
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bed with someone . I would invite the ent ire range from pros titutes and 

homosexuals to happily monogamous husbands and wives to tell me about 

their experiences , and then I would make up my mind whether I want to enj oy 

sex or not. 

This is exact ly the mis take we have been making consistently in 

many problems of regulatory importance -- we deliberately eliminate all 

people who hr re real-life , pract ical , operational experience in an area . 

I will end up with a topic need ing expert inputs that bothers 

me the mos t .  It  is relat ively easy to make decisions -- and they are 

made all the time by the FDA and EPA -- to take something off  the marke t 

or to permit something to go on the marke t .  But is much more difficult to 

determine what research never gets done because of certain actions that 

regulatory agencies may take . I maintain that it is prec isel y the people 

who have to make operat ional decis ions abou t research who could contribute 

mos t  along those lines . I will give you a somewhat embarrassing pe rsonal 

example .  A few years ago I got the Nat ional Medal of Science for my work 

on the f irst oral contraceptive . This was a couple of years af ter I made 

the prediction -- while still associated with the company (Syntex) that 

had pioneered much of the initial oral contraceptive work -- that less 

and less pract ical work would be done on funda.en tally new methods of 

birth control unless dras tic changes in govera.ent and regula tory policy 

were init iated . 

This is a very serious probl em that I have tried to bring to the 

att ent ion of regulatory agencie s with very li ttle success . My predict ions 

were largely d iscounted because of my connect iaa with industry. I did 

have the courage of my convict ion to publish this predic tion five years 
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ago , and unfortunately I proved to be about 120 percent correc t .  At 

that t ime I was called a cassandra . But now I have , according to Dr . Koshland ' s 

credibility index , a batt ing average of  1 , 200 . 

I would also l ike to  give you a personal example of how someone 

can have a potential conflict of interes t and s till not confuse it with 

one ' s  role as a responsible citizen . I currently am advis ing the World Heal th 

Organizat ion >n how to develop a long-act ing inj ectable contraceptive , which 

happens to be of interest to certain lesser developed count ries .  I am very 

attracted to that idea , and I have made proposals to the WHO that would 

be directly competitive with indus try . Yet I am s t ill  a s tockholder in a 

pharmaceutical company that is act ive in the contracept ive field . I happen 

to be very interested as a world citizen , not j ust  as an American citizen , in 

the world-wide prob lem of f ert ility control , and I am making suggestions to 

the WHO which if imp.lemented will be cont rary to the interests of the company 

in which I own some s tock. I consider this type of conflict of interes t 

acceptable provided you know something about it . The WHO does know that I 

own stock in that company . I am convinced that the FD A  would never have 

considered me as an advisor in that particular context in spite of my widely 

recognized expert ise in this field . 

I am not sugges ting that one should get only experts  who are 

"contaminated" in this way. I feel that all experts are contaminated , just  

as  I feel that mos t  citizens are also contaminated . What we need are 

appropriate checks and balances . But the type of exclusion that we prac tice 

in our country is quite counterproduct ive . The actual operational exclus ion 

of people with industrial connect ion or discounting the evidence right from 

the beg inning i f  it originates from indus try is .short s ighted . In the end 
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the people who suffer the most  are the c i ti zens . 

ROBBINS : I think we will get a slightly different view from 

Mr . Halpern now. 

CHARLES HALPERN : I have to s tart with a confession -- the Chairman 

has already referred to it . I am a lawyer ,  and a member of that mos t  suspect 

of classes , namely , Washington lawyers . If  Mr . Reisfeld is right that there 

is suspicion �f expert ise , there is a special suspicion of that expert ise 

that lawyers have , and of Washington lawyers highes t  of all . 

My career as a Washington lawyer has been roughly split in half 

half in a large corporate law f irm and half in the fie ld known as public 

interes t law,  which means providing representation to  unrep resented groups , 

be they poor people , rac ial minorities , environmental is ts , consumers or the 

like . I s tart with this au tobiographical information , because my experience 

in Washington law pract ice has very much shaped my comment s  today . I am not 

going to talk abou t the sc ient ist as citizen ;  I am not going to talk about 

the procedure by which the government hires experts  either as employees or 

as consultants . Rather , I am going to talk about the way that citizens get 

access to expert s and develop the working relationships wi th expe rt s they 

need to af fect pub lic policy decisions in which they have an interes t and 

which have a large technical or scient ific component . 

These are the kinds of  decisions which are made every day by the 

government ,  frequently in administrat ive agencie s ,  in the Execut ive Branch 

and in Congress . They relate to our regulation of cigare tte advert is in g ,  

our regulation o f  the pes ticide industry , our regulation of auto safety ,  

our regulation of cable television and , as we have already discussed , food 

add i t ives .  In all of these areas there are issues of public policy of direct 
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concern to large numbers of cit izens , and these questions are ones which 

have a high technical or sc ienti f ic component . 

While I certainly agree with Stewart Brand ' s observations about 

the importance of citizens ' trying to understand and educate themselves on 

expert matters and their ability to do so , nonetheless I feel strongly that 

the citizen who wants to affect decis ions made by government where there is 

a large tech1 ical or scient ific component is going to have to have effec tive 

access to experts expert s not of the type that we j us t  call up on the 

telephone for an off-the-cu f f  conversation , but expert s  who will really 

lend to the citizen group the benefits of their information and knowledge . 

It is my thes is that citizens at the present t ime have grossly inadequate 

access to experts , part icularly when contras ted to the kind of expert ise 

that corporat ions can marshall in order to persuade decis ion makers of 

their pos itions . 

While I recognize the force of Carl Dj erassi ' s argument , it  

seems to  me none theless that corporat ions in marshalling experts and 

present ing the fruits o f  their learning enj oy an extraordinary advantage 

that citizen groups do not . This d isparity is growing and is one which 

should be of concern to the scient ific commun ity and to the larger community 

of citizens . 

Let me take as an example of this thesis the decision on whether 

to permit construct ion of a pipeline across the s tate of  Alaska from the 

North Slope t o  Valdez in order to remove the oil that had been discovered 

on the North Slope of Alaska some years ago . A consort ium of oil companies 

that leased those oil f ields , for good and sufficient commercial reasons , 

decided that the pipel ine running to Valdez was the proper method from their 
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corporate standpoint for taking this oil out , a basically economic decision 

informed to a large extend by their in-house experts who told them what was 

technologically feasible and what the cost factors would be . On the other 

side you had a number of environmental groups who viewed the p ipeline route 

as a threat , to put it  mildly , to the last great wilderness area on the 

North American cont inent . Their decision was less well informed by expert 

opinion and . ore thoroughly related to value j udgment s ;  these were certainly 

not people who were unb iased or d isinterested . They were dedicated to 

wilderness values , and they saw the pipeline proj ect as antithetical to the 

values that they held close s t . 

The Secretary of Interior had to make a decis ion . Was he going to  

issue a permit for the construc t ion of this pipeline across federal lands , 

or was he not ? How he got his own in-house advice is something that Peter 

Hutt will touch on . What interests me is the process by which the oil companies 

and the c itizen groups , the environmentalis ts , built their cases .  First  of all , 

the basic fact  is that they had to rely on experts . In part , their reliance 

on expert s was a matter of persuasion . They had to persuade the Secret ary of 

Int erior and the American people that they knew what they were talking abou t .  

I n  addition , in ref ining their positions , experts also played a criti cal role . 

Take a look at the s tructural advantages that the corporat ions 

enj oyed in obtaining expert assis tance and advice . The f irst and foremos t is 

money . The corporations were not looking to expert s who would contribut e 

their t ime , who would have nothing to gain in a pecuniary fashion from their 

work . I do not mean to suggest that sc ient ists are venal or will sell their 

souls ;  l ike other people , they have financial needs which they can legi tima te ly 

pursue by sell ing their services so long as their sale of service is consis -
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tent with their personal integrity and their prof es sional commitments . 

Nonetheless , money is an important factor . And it is not j us t  

the consulting fees i n  this particular case . There is a promise o f  repeat 

business for experts consult ing with oil companies , and there is a network 

of es tablished relat ionships between whole academic departments and the 

industries to which they feed their graduates . This is mos t  obvious if you 

are looking P t a discipline like geology or seismology , where the re are very 

close relat ionships that are extremely complex and difficul t to sort out 

between the industries and the academic departments . It make s it easy for 

th� corporat ions to f ind geologists who are expert on this sort of matter , 

and makes it  relat ively hard for the citizen group to f ind volunteer expert s 

not impossible , but extremely difficul t . I only want to point out the fashion 

in which the system weights the balance . It is not a black or white situation , 

but one of we ighted balances . 

There is another important point that flows from the corporat ion ' s  

economic advantages , and that is the ability to choose among experts . This 

was a process in which I par ticipated as a private lawyer . I f  you are t rying 

to persuade an administrat ive agency or an execut ive department of your 

pos ition, you don ' t have to take the advice of the first geologist you go to . 

You can shop around and f ind that geologist who is both sol id on the merits 

of the issue you are t rying to address and also has other skills that you 

think will help to persuade the final decision makers . Again , you are not 

asking any expert to bend his views to  the corporat e position , you are simply 

shopping around unt il you f ind that expert whose advice you l ike best . 

Finally , I would like to  ment ion the fact that corporat ions have 

vast in-house expertise . They are not going out as lay people to look for· 
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the r ight geologist or plant biologis t to present their case . They have 

those people on their staff who can help in the selec tion process -- a very 

s ignif icant factor . 

I dwel l  on the advantages of the corporat ion because , in my view , 

an ef fect ive adversarial process lead s to the bes t policy dec isions . The 

Secretary of Interior would be l ikely to make the bes t  decis ion on the 

pipeline if a � had the sc ient ific fact s marshalled by the corporat ions on 

the one hand , and the sc ient ific fact s marshalled by the environmentalists 

on the other hand . He could compare them and encourage mutual criticism by 

the experts involved in the process . The problem is that for the cit izen 

group it is very difficult to make a presentation o f  the same scale and 

sophis ticat ion as the corporat ions can . Typically , they lack money ; they 

lack access to experts and the sophistication to j udge among them . In terms 

of reward s within the sc ient ific community ,  the scient ist who aligns himsel f 

with citizen groups loses respectability and legitimacy ; he becomes a 

"scient ist advocate , "  which , as I understand the hierarchy of values within 

the scientific community , is a very bad thing indeed . 

As I said at the outse t ,  I believe that access to experts is  

critical to citizens if they are going to af fect  policy decisions which have 

a scient ific or technical component . There is , in the situat ion which I 

have described , an important challenge to scientis ts  and to ins titut ions 

with in the scient ific community .  An inst itution like the Nat ional Academy 

of Sc iences , for examp le , should make it  a high priority to try to improve 

the int er-connect ions between interes ted citizen groups and relevant sc ient is ts .  

It i s  an extremely diff icul t process , but not impossible . The recent hearings 

held on the Concorde by the Secretary of Transportation are rather a good 
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model of the process by which policy decisions wi�h scientific components 

should be made .  In that case you had highly sophisticated scient ific 

experts on both s ides . They cross-examined each other . The ul timate 

decision was left to a public servant who had a free hand to decide on the 

merits , and he has been presented expert informat ion in a manner that a lay 

person can grasp and deal with . 

The challenge is not only to  scient ists here , as my remarks have 

suggested . I consider the citizen group which want s to affect policy decisions 

to be in the hands of a number of experts , and they are not al l scient ist s .  

One · of the most  cruc ial expert s for the citizen group i s  the lawyer ,  and up 

until the present time -- and to a large extent now -- lawyers are available 

only for corporat ions . The misallocat ion of legal resources , which i s  very 

s tmilar to the misallocat ion of scient ific resources , exacerbates the problem .  

S o  you have high priced , highly effec t ive lawyers represent ing corporate 

int erests  and frequently no one at  all representing citizen int erests . 

In short , it seems to me that if  citizens are to affec t maj or 

issues o f  public policy they are going to have to have better acces s to 

experts of many kinds -- scient ists , lawyers and other . 

MORRISON : Could I put a question? It seems to me that your case 

as put almost implies a c lassic al answer which I learned in civics . The 

Department of Int erior has a staff of persons who know very much bett er 

about the environment , the tundra , the fish ,  game , and the wildl ife of Alaska 

than perhaps any other group . It seems to me that what the citizens ' group 

really needed was an advocate and a s tatement of value . Within the 

Depar tment there resided some expertise , some knowledge of the community 

and of the techniques and conservat ion knowledge from which the Secre tary 
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could draw .  Your picture took the view , it seems to me , that the Secretary 

of Interior was there by himself , and or maybe with f ive other administrative 

aides . But is the Department of  Interior not probably the employer of more 

conservat ion science people than any other agency in the country? 

HALPERN: Frequently , the people inside an agency , like Interior , 

view themselves as having a j udge-like role , balancing and evaluating the 

evidence tha .. � comes into them. And their situation is frequently similar 

to that of a j udge who has only an advocate on one side . Suppose the 

prosecutor comes into  a criminal case with a staff of psychiat rists to 

try· to  establish that a defendant is insane . I f  the defendant were in court 

without a lawyer and wi thout a psychiat rist of his own , he would be in a 

very much hand icapped pos ition. That would be so even i f  the j udge had his 

own psychiatric expert s .  In my view , the adversary process is crucial he re . 

If  you are going to have effective citizen part icipat ion -- and the pipeline 

is a perfect example -- it cannot j us t  rest on cit izen groups coming in and 

s tat ing their values . That is  a hopeless ,  losing situation to be in . The 

effect iveness of people like Ralph Nader in many forums rests on their ability 

to  mob ilize expert s to inform the po sit ions they take and then to try to 

present their posit ions in a persuasive fashion . I am afraid the lessons 

of the civics class are highly decep t ive , as I think anybody who is familiar 

with the decision-making process in Washington would attest . 

MORRISON : I think what you say is so . However , it goes not to 

the scientif ic-technical input then , but to the nature of the process , to 

the political process . Because it is hard for me to believe that the facts 

and the c ircums tances of what would happen to Alaska were not as wel l  known 

in the Department of Interior biological-conservation c ircles as they were 
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to any set of expert s at the oil companies or the c it izens group . 

HALPERN : I do not believe that is  true . And that highlights 

another problem . In many government agenc ies expert s ,  including lawyers 

and scientis t s , frequent ly view the indus tries they regulate as a likely 

place for themselves to work af ter a period of government service . That 

can , needless to say , have a somewhat corrosive impact on their willingness 

to serve as ,�igorous advocates while they are ins ide the agencie s . Again , 

that may not be in the ord inary civics course , but it  is a fact of Washingt on 

life . 

BRUCE HANNAY : It seems to me that the dilemma that is worrying 

you is , to some extent , the resul t of the process that you are advocating,  

namely , that the decision should be the resul t of an adversary proces s .  

Th e  concern that you then have is  that having se t up an adversary proces s ,  

the two sides o f  the controversy are not similarly well equipped with experts . 

There is no reason at all , under those circumstances , having heard what the 

advocacy on each side can produce ,  that the people who are making the decisions 

can ' t solicit any kind of inputs that they want from any experts and select 

them on any basis that they want . They do not have to accept as expe rt s the 

ones who are presented by the advocates on either side ; they are entirely 

free to  sett le on their own . I think , therefore , that what you are doing 

is  to b lur the boundary between , say , a regulatory type process which does 

involve adversary proceed ings , advocates and so on with the kind of process 

that we talk about for advisory groups , where the select ion is certainly 

intended to produce different viewpoint s .  

HALPERN : You are talking about very fundamental reform of 

Washington decision-making . If you want to make the study section of the 
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N IMH  a model for how decisions are made at the FCC and the Department of 

Interior , we could talk about that . What that would mean would be limi ting 

corporate access to decis ion makers . It would be a quite revolutionary 

change , and one which I consider undesirable . 

Let me go back to the focus of this Forum , which is the expert and 

the cit izen . It seems to me that that presumes a role for citizens in 

decisions of policy which affect them and involve science and technology . 

If you are going to s tart with the premise that citiz ens should have the 

right and the power to affect such decisions , i t  seems to me to follow 

inevitably that they mus t  have f ir st-class expert advice . 

STEPHEN SUNDERLAND : I am Dean of the College for Human Services 

in New York City . I would like to expand on Mr . Halpern ' s  point and d irect 

the conversation back to Dr . Dj erass i  becau se there is an assumpt ion in his 

remarks , and in some earl ier remarks as well , that there really is a balance .  

between the citizen and the expert . Mr . Halpern has opened u p  a t  least the 

poss ib ility that there may be an enormous imbalance , and there may be a 

cont inuing imbalance to such degree that it  is hard to even characterize 

the discussion .  On the large-scale issues such as the Alaskan pipeline 

and - the S ST ,  average c itizens s i t  in shock and wonder what is their real 

relationship or their real part icipat ion in the outcome . But in terms of 

citizen decisions that are more a t  home , such as the select ion of a doc tor ,  

a lawyer , a teacher , select ion o f  any profess ional indeed that affec t s  

the home life of the c it izen in a more day-to-day way , the pos sibilities 

for informed dec ision-making are almost negligible , they are irrelevant . 

Citizens are emascu lated , even though they may have enormous technical input 

and experience themselves either as parents or as teachers or as amateur 
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scient ists or whatever it  is . The opportunit ies for any kind of informed 

input on the part of the citizen are shrinking rather than increasing in 

the same kind of dramat ic ways that Mr . Halpern is talking about in terms of 

the absence of money and access . 

In short , what we don ' t have -- and i t  is remarkable that i t  hasn ' t  

been brought up in a more elaborate way -- we don ' t  have any standards for 

determining what is quality expertise in terms of doc tors , lawyers , teachers , 

social workers . We don ' t have any cred ib ility scales . We don ' t  have any 

methodo logy of  performanc e .  We don ' t even have an ethos that makes Dr . 

Koshland ' s  original point , which I don ' t know whether he made facetiously 

or as a re�l alternat ive . We don ' t  have any process right now whereby ci tizens , 

even informed one s , can decide whether or not the doc tor that they wish to 

go to  or bring their child to , or the teacher that they are looking at , or 

the classroom that they are send ing the ir child to , is  in fact working in a 

way that is  effect ive to them as a cit izen . So in fact , the discrepancy and 

the disparity at the macro level or the enormous soc ietal levels in terms of 

technical expert ise is enormous .  But even in the more micro level or at 

the interpersonal level , where the technical expertise of the citizen , of 

the - parent , of the child migh t  be used in a potentially use ful way , the ethos , 

the philosophy , the ideology is that the citizen is irrelevant . As a mat ter 

of fact , the citizen is get t ing in the way , and the profess ional cannot be 

b othered by that . We see that most c learly in the admission policies of 

professional schools .  We see it in the who le furor surrounding malpract ice 

and the fear that in fact the person who will pay mos t  will be the citizen .  

S o  I think , Dr . Dj erassi , you have not seen the structural power 

that you have on your s ide as a corporate representative , the conflict of 
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interest that is posed not only against the large-scale consumer and citizen 

but is posed in the even more paralyzing ways to the person who does not 

have the citizen group behind him ,  the average citizen who is terrified of 

the doctor , the lawyer , of the dentis t , of  the teacher . 

DJERASSI: I don ' t want to be looked at as a corporate representative 

because there is no such thing . Corporat ions and indus try are very diverse . 

I am sure that some corporat ions would shudder i f  they had to consider me as 

their spokesman . I simply tried to present a specialized argument that a 

considerable amount of useful t echnical expert ise -- highly use ful to the 

citizen -- is eliminated . But let me get to your very speci f ic question 

which was asked at the micro level and which no one has talked about so far . 

Philosophically I would agree with you , but operat ionally I think it is 

meaningless because you raise the question of quality of professionals in 

the contex t  of individual physicians and teachers . Quality in this c ontext 

is a purely subj ect ive criterion , as subj ect ive in a way as safety is. I 

think Mrs . Haire used the d ic tionary definition of safety , but this is 

meaningless in the operat ion of drugs . You can define safety in a dict ionary 

sense , but in an operat ional sense there is no such thing as a safe commod ity .  

Just a s  there i s  no such thing , I think , as a f irst-class phys ician o r  a 

first-class teacher unless you ask , First class to whom? Perhaps to you , 

but not necessar ily to me . Some person needs a physician where the human 

relationship is o f  crucial importance , while the d iagnos t ic capability is 

less so . In other cases the physic ian can be an absolutely ruthless , arrogant 

character , but he can be a firs t-class surgeon , and this can make all the 

difference if you are up for surgery . The same thing is t rue of teachers . 

I think the quality of a teacher can really be debated . I f  i t  were a 
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one-t o-one relat ionship it  would be s impler , but in many of these instances 

unfortunat ely it is not because you have to make quality j udgments in the 

context of the larger s oc iet y  -- there are only X physicians for Y patients 

there are only X teachers f or Y s tudents .  There has to be some sort of 

compromise . There are standards of quality that in the end are es tablished 

by s ociet y in a very nebulous  and dub ious way . 

I would like you and pe rhaps Mr . Jencks to  respond to this . No 

one has talked about the use and especiall y misuse or total absence of use 

of expertise informat ion by the communications med ia , be it radio , television ,  

or newspapers. I think that more pernicious mischief is done there than almost 

anywh ere else . Somet imes it is completely ignored ; somet imes i t  is selected 

out of cont ext in a very sp ecial way . And that really has a much more 

monumental effect on citizens than almost anything else . 

SUNDERLAND : There seem to be a lot of people who would like to 

talk about this particular issue of assessment of prof ess ionals and perhaps 

the media as well . Bas ically I think that answer -- that it is impossib le 

t o  obj ectively assess professionals -- is the fundamentally des tructive comment 

about American professions in general . We must be able to not only have 

professions assess themselves in terms of quality ,  in terms of credibility , 

in t erms of usefulness ,  but we must f ind ways of sharing that information 

with the consumer . I think your response , if  I understand it , should not be 

taken as an insuperable problem . There are many at tempts going on to 

educate c itizens and even to do more than educate , to empower cit izens to 

be able t o  start making some statement other than a malpract ice s tatement , 

t o  begin to say that there are other forms and structures for ci t izens to 

provide health , education ,  service , counseling , and so forth to other people , 
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and that we should not be embarrassed by the absence of a technology of 

evaluat ion. But we should be striking , i t  seems to me , a path toward some 

form of humanis tic assessment . 

DJERASSI : You misunderstood me about one thing , and I think it  is 

important that I interrupt you so that you can continue . When I refer to this 

inability to evaluate people obj ectively , I am talking about absolute criteria . 

In the two particular d isciplines that you have picked , the one-to-one 

relationship of the teacher or the physician to the s ingle student or patient 

implies components other than j us t  pure profess ional competence . I think 

there are many areas of expertise where , in fact , you can carry out a practical , 

comple tely obj ective evaluation because the o ther components that I have 

referred to , the personal relationships , do not enter . I have very little 

difficulty in evaluating obj ectively my own pro fessional co lleagues , chemis ts . 

I can do i t  with nuclear physicists , and I can do i t  with engineers ; these 

are very dif ferent from the professionals to which you addressed yourse lf . 

I f ind your ques tion a very interes ting and impor tant one , but rather different 

from the one that I spoke abou t . You talk about the perspe c t ive and relation

ship of the individual citizen , and you pick particularly teachers and physicians 

where you have other components , not j us t  a purely technical one . The personal 

rela t ionship has a great deal to do with the quality in that case , and that is 

what I meant when I said it  cou ld not be evaluated obj ectively . I didn ' t  mean 

it in some other professions . 

SUNDERLAND : I don ' t want to debate the fine point of what is 

technical and what isn ' t .  But in the area of teaching , in the area of  health , 

in the area of counseling , i t  is not clear what is technical and what is no t 

technical , and the credibility of the professional is equally on line in terms 
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of his relationship to the individual .  The point I would like to f inally 

end on -- Mr . Jencks and I were j u s t  talking about this -- is how remarkable · 

i t  would be if in fact there were national t�levision programs where there 

were opportunities to hear professionals and citizens talk about what makes 

for a good doctor , a good t eacher , a good counse lor , or a good chemist .  I f ,  

in fac t , your s tatement that you can as sess chemists but you can ' t d o  it 

with doctors i s  accurat e ,  I would like to hear chemists debat e you on that 

or discuss it with you . The fact that there is a pauci ty of any media to 

empower the c it izen in terms of bas ic day-to-day decisions is a crying shame 

in America r ight now. The fact that we have a high literacy rate , the fact 

that we have a great deal of in terest on the part of many d ifferent consumer 

groups shou ld not confuse us . The very basic l ife decisions remain the 

most puz zling , the most confus ing . All o f  us who move to different cities 

do not know how to se lect the professionals that we need to care for the 

mos t  basic and important functions that we have . If the media addressed 

itse lf to that , and if s cient ists and profess ionals and ci. t izens addressed 

themselves to i t , we could have a different environment than we now have 

around the issues of evaluation . 

JENCKS : Since the question of  the media bas been raised in a 

couple of connect ions I would l ike to comment on it . Carl Dj erassi  observed 

a while back that the media are mischievous 

DJERASS I :  Can be 

JENCKS : Almost  always are . My dictionary definition of the 

media is that they are mass d is semina tors of mischievous information . The 

fac t  of the mat ter 1s that the primary func tion of the general media is 

to be a defense against any at temp t  to ins titutionalize truth . They do 
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a pretty good j ob with that obj ec tive , while 1a the process creating all 

sorts  of chaos in the public mind regarding ezperts and expertise . I do 

agree with Carl Dj eras s i  that by and large the aedia give too little attention 

and assign too lit t le cred ibility to corporate ezperts or experts produced 

under corporate auspices . That , to a degree , is the correc tive for the 

propositions asserted by Mr .  Halpern a while baCk. Look at the coverage in 

the Washington Pos t  or , for that mat ter , in Newsweek or Time or on CBS of 

almos t any Washington hearing involving experts , and you will see , I think , 

a press predisposit ion to give the greatest attention and assign the 

credibility to experts who are produced by public interes t organizations 

as compared to those who are produced by corporations . I don ' t  complain 

about it and perhaps , under the c ircums tances , it is the bes t  correct ive for 

the problem which has been ou tlined . But that is what happens . 

BRAND : There is a sequence that goes an in this access to and 

evaluation of information . You s tart out with access to the services that 

are available in the community , and as a certain confidence grows around 

that , then there is also a market for evaluation. For example , in a good 

many colleges there is usually a quite outlawed and informal public ation 

of .some sort by the student s to evaluate teachers, of ten quite independ ent 

of the particular subj ects  the teache rs are teacidng that semester or quarter . 

It is oft en the mos t  important guide to the best use of  that college or 

university.  It may be a fuzzy Xerox copy , but 11 is read and valued , and 

people wil l buy it . 

The same thing can be done on the comnmni ty ,  neighborhood or 

city level -- a separate evaluation document go�g on in quite personal and 

often insult ing terms about the professionals t�t are available ,  ind icating 
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which are the good ones . This is s thing that the market can satis fy .  

E .  A. SEAMAN : I am an ecologist with the Bureau of Reclamation , 

Department of Interior . I can ' t resist a few remarks in the discussion by 

Mr .  Halpern about the Secretary ' s decisions . The Secretary of Interior at 

any one time has before him many issues with industry ,  pipelines , fossil 

fuel power plants ,  nuclear power plants , and so forth . Certainly we have 

in the Department of Interior lots of expert ise . But when you get into the 

f ie ld of ecology , I am afraid there is some real serious lack of full 

unders tand ing . I happen to have f ive acres of land in northern Virginia . 

As an ecologist I know that f ive acres quite we ll , so I know it  is quite 

complex , and there is a lot I don ' t  know about i t . But I can ' t apply the 

knowledge of my own f ive acres to f ive acres in Arizona or five acres in 

Massachusetts  or even somewhere else in northern Virginia , because there is 

great need for intensive study in the field of ecosys tems , and that t akes 

two things . It  takes a tremendous amount of money and manpower . Although 

the Department of Interior may have a lot of people working in the life 

s ciences and related f ields , they don ' t have the manpower or the money to 

apply that to the se vas t proj ects like the pipelines mentioned . In order 

to  s tudy and know the environmental impacts of a proj ec t of that sort , you 

have to have a tremendous amount of money and a t remendous amount of manpower 

available to get ou t and study the ecosys tems and the impacts on this vas t  

area . 

I am reminded of a discussion I had with some of our engineers once .  

An engineer said in a discussion in our own bureau , "Why don ' t  you ecologis ts 

j ust apply the informat ion you know about one ecosystem or several ecosys tems 

to others?  Why do you have to go and s tudy every las t mile ?"  A colleague 
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of mine responded , "Why don ' t  you engineers have geologists take the core 

drawings of Dam A and use them for Dams B , C ,D and E? " There is a vas t 

lacking of knowledge in the ecosystems studies of our plane t Earth that 

mus t  be done for us to fully unders tand what can be done in regard to 

f inding out what the impacts are where industry or o thers would decide to 

come up with proj ect s .  

I t  i s  purely a case , a s  Mr . Halpern said , o f  money . The corporate 

s ide could take one percent of the cost of the Alaska pipeline and spend that 

without even the board responsible for that spend ing and do a great s tudy 

of the ecosystems of the Alaska pipeline or a gas line through Canada or 

anything else of that nature . The thinking about and understanding of 

ecological impacts is very important . But as far as the public is concerned , 

I think they unders tand this bet ter than many scienti fic disciplines in 

knowing that it takes money and manpower to do it . So , I praise Mr . Halpern 

for point ing out the fact that i t  is the money that does it . I have done 

some consult ing work of my own in the pas t ,  having had an ecological 

consulting f irm back in the f if ties , and I know that industry can put forth 

that effort in a small percen tage of their total budget to get the scient ific 

inf ormation and study the se things . I think there is a greater will to do so 

these days , but it isn ' t  all that easy . I still think that money is the 

big f igure we should be talking about . 

HALPERN : Le t me respond brie fly to Mr . Seaman ' s  comment and 

call attention to a report that the National Science Foundation is now 

prepar ing and will short ly submit to  Congress on a program that has been 

called , as a shorthand , Science for Cit izens . Its purpose is to  give 

citizens the kind of scientific assis tance and advice which will permi t  
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them to participate effectively in these pol icy problems . For those of 

you who agree that it is important for citizens to have this kind of access 

to expertise , I think this might be a program you will be interested in .  

It is one which wil l  be considered by Congress during this sess ion . 

If I may return briefly to  Stewart Brand ' s  comment and Dean 

Sunderland ' s  regard ing evaluation of expertise . I think it  is interest ing 

to see what the response of professionals has been to the efforts to develop 

guides for citizens who are making se lec tions among experts . This has become 

an issue in the medical and legal areas . The react ion of both those 

professions has been to try to stop the people who are trying to  put togethe r 

citizen guides and to make damn sure that consumers are not given the kind 

of comparat ive date they need to make intelligent j udgments .  Cases are 

now pend ing in a number of states , and the legal profession and the medical 

profession are closing ranks behind one proposition on which they can truly 

agree -- the consumer should be kept in the dark . 

one day? 

MORRISON : Can we look forward to consumers ' reading the report 

KOSHLAND : In response to Mr . Halpern , I do think learned soc ieties 

would be very pleased to provide help to public interest groups . In fact , 

mos t  scient ists  I know are delighted to talk to anybody who will listen .  

But we have all been get t ing along so we ll I think I ought to 

attack the lawyers a little bit . Adversary proceed ings are desirable in 

the case of the SST .  But the need for adversary proceed ings means that 

the obj ective data are not available , or that we don ' t  have conclus ive 

expert advice . I would j ust  like to bring back these credibili ty rat ings 

and sugges t that if a corporation can shop around and eventually f ind an 
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expert who agrees with its side , and a public interest group can shop around 

and f ind an expert on its s ide , it  is really a bad situation . It does not mean 

that all is well because each s ide has equal expert s .  I t  means the fac ts 

are not known and it is not the way to solve techn ical issues . I hope we 

would do more research and come back to the same decision on a more author

itat ive bas is than who has the best  lawye r .  I think the reason scientists  

are skept ical about the media is that they are a little worried that the 

mos t  s implistic but not the correct approach does win . 

BUTT: The reason that lawyers are somet imes skeptical about the 

scient ific approach is prec isely because you can shop around and find a 

scientist to say anything . 

ROBBINS : I would like now to ask Mr . Hut t to make his presentati on. 

Then we really can have a ful l discussion because you wil l have heard f rom 

everybody . 

PETER HUTT: My comment s t oday will focus on the use of experts 

by the government as part of the decision-making proces s .  I say this in 

contrad is t inct ion to  Charles Halpern ' s  comments , which focused on the use 

of experts  by advocates to try to influence the government to make a dec ision .  

I am speaking here of the use o f  ou tside expert s b y  the government as part 

of i t s  own decision-making process . 

I recognize the existence of expert s within the government ,  

to  which Mr . Brown has already alluded . But I also s trongly support -- and 

I doubt there is anyone here who supports more strongly -- the use by the 

government of out side experts to help in the decision-making proces s .  

Whether we like i t  or not , I agree comple tely with Mr. Halpern 

that the adversary process is part of our government .  It always has been 
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and always will be as long as there are differences of opinion . I also 

agree with him that imbalance of representation is undesirable . In my 

judgment , one of the bes t  ways to help solve the problem of imbalance of 

representation is to s trengthen the government ' s  capacity to  solve issues 

by the use of expert independent advisory commi tt ee s .  I d o  not believe 

that use of an advisory committee in any way denigrates government employees 

who already are experts in the f ield , or those who are kept off the advisory 

committees because of conflic ts  of interes t .  

The issue should not be whe ther the government has its  own 

expert s who can do the j ob ,  but rather whether the governmental decis ions 

will be s trengthened by the add ition of outside experts -- s trengthened 

in subs tance ,  strengthened in credibility , and s trengthened in public accep

tance . Mr . Halpern has pointed out that experts bombard the government from 

al l  s ides -- from the indus try side , the consumer s ide , the profes s ional 

s ide , and others . It is necessary , obviously , for those in the government 

to choose between the competing expert s .  This  relate s t o  my earlier comment 

to Daniel Koshland that i t  is a problem among scientists , not among lawyers . 

I do not believe that those wi th conflicts of interes t should be 

permit ted to serve in the government as part of the decis ion-making process , 

and therefore , I respect fully d isagree with my colleague Carl Dj eras s i  on 

that point . 

DJERASSI :  I d idn ' t say that they should part icipate in the actual 

decision-making process . 

BUTT : This does not mean that those with conflict s of interest  

cannot make their views known . They can part icipate as an advocate for 

the ir posit ion before the government wi thou t part icipating as part of the 
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governmental decision-making process itsel f . 

My own views , obviously , are based upon my four years with the 

government . My guiding princ iple is that an open government ,  a completely 

open government , is far and away the bes t  government , and that anyone who 

wishes to  par t icipate , including outs ide organizations like the National 

Academy , must do so in a completely open atmosphere . My paper at the 

f irs t Academy Forum discussed at length the obs tacles to reas oned decision

making in the government and my belief that the principal hope for overcoming 

these  obs tacles l ies in procedural reform and innovation . I believe that 

an open and proper procedure is cri tical in terms of where the government 

wind s up with respect to the substance on any particular issue , and this 

procedure will be the subj ect of my remaining remarks today . 

Let me start briefly with the selection process ,  which no one has 

touched upon thus far . The format ion of advisory commi ttees that advise 

the government , includ ing those in the Nat ional Academy , mus t  be on the 

basis of a public procedure , no t a private procedure . There should be 

provision for public nominations to those commit tees . Conflic ts  of interes t 

and imbalance mus t  be looked at very carefully.  Obvious ly one can always 

get. agreement on a committee if you selec t people with a bias towards one 

par ticular resul t .  Ins tead , they should be selected t o  represent a variety 

of background s and opinions . Finally , I believe that all the relevant 

information on the individual members of the committee should be made public 

their curriculum vitae , art icles , any informat ion on consul tantships , and 

stock ownerships in companies that might in some way be affected by the 

results of their deliberat ions . 

With regard to the specific procedures governing the operation of 
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advisory committees , I have evolved four princ iples . 

The first princ iple is that there must be adequate public notice 

of every meet ing of the committee . Adequate not ice does not mean , for 

example , following the current Nat ional Academy requirement of plac ing notice 

only in the National Academy newsletter . It means use o f  the Federal Regis ter 

and press releases , going to consumer organizations and telling them, 

establishing mailing lists , and making certain that everyone who has an 

interes t knows of every s ingle meet ing . 

The second principle is that there mus t  be an opportunity for anyone 

to present his views orally as well as in writing at any meet ing . Obviously , 

there must be some reasonable degree of res triction . You could not have 

fifty people show up and demand an hour each at every mee t ing . On the other 

hand , governmental agencies who have been l iving with this requirement for the 

past few years have found that it not a problem . It is a manageable situation . 

It is important , and indeed the essence of democracy , that those 

who make a dec ision for the government or partic ipate with the government 

in making a decis ion must l is ten to those in the citizenry who will be 

affected and wish to make their views known . This adopts , of course , the 

ad�ersary process , but it is much more informal than the traditional form of 

trial-type adversary process in the courts . It is modeled more along the 

line of scient ific discourse , which I believe much more appropriate for 

technical issues . A court trial is s imp ly not a practical or reasonable 

mechanism for resolving scient ific disputes . 

The third princ iple , and probably most controvers ial , is that 

virtually all the committee deliberations should be completely open to the 

publ ic . I would allow perhaps three very limited excep t ions : nat ional 
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s ecur i ty ,  which I confess I �hink would be a very limited excep tion and 

inapplicable to mos t scient ific issues ; t rade secret data , which are discussed 

on rare occasions before advisory committee s ;  and invasion of privacy , where 

one is talking exclusively about a man ' s reputation or something of that kind . 

But all o ther discuss ions of scient ific issues should be open to  the public 

from beginning to end , includ ing the final vote of the commi t tee on all 

conc lus ions and recommendations . 

I f ind that secret sessions breed suspicion and dis t ru s t  of 

government and of advisory committee s .  If  people have something critical 

to say , if scient is ts want to criticize the conclus ions of other scientists , 

they should learn , if they have not already learned , to say it  in public and 

not to whisper it in private in the confines of an advisory commi ttee mee ting . 

If this has a chilling effect on certain experts being willing to serve the 

government in advisory commit tees , then I say good riddance to those who do 

not want to part icipat e in that way . The country will be be tter off having 

people who , l ike other government employees ,  must  stand up in public , say 

what they believe , defend their views , and not hide behind a cloak of 

secrecy.  

The fourth princ iple is that all conclus ions and recommendations 

must be given in writing , with an adequate j ustif ication and rationale in 

that wri tten report . The writ ten report should be complete in all respects , 

and s tand on i t s  own feet . There should be nothing that is not in that 

written report if , in fac t , it  was cons idered and concluded by the commi t tee . 

That wri tten report would then , of course , be subj ect to full scrutiny , 

cri ticism ,  and attack by anyone outside who does not agree with it . 

The Federal Advisory Committee Act already contains some of these 
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four princip les as requirements for federal advisory commi t tees . That 

s tatute does not go as far in some respects as I have outlined I would like 

to go . The Federal Advisory Commi ttee Act may at some point be amended to 

tigh ten up some of these requirements ; for examp le , to make all of the 

advisory commi ttee proceedings open to the pub lic , even the deliberative 

portions , and to cover the National Academy of Sciences and other pres tigious 

organizat ions whi ch currently are exemp t from the Act when they advise the 

government pursuant to contrac t . I ant icipate , however , that i t  will be 

some years before all of these principles are adop ted and fully imp lemented . 

I have reviewed the guidelines on public access to information that 

were developed by the Nat ional Research Council dated September 20 , 1975 , in 

compliance with the policy that was developed by the National Academy on 

April 20 ,  1975 . I f ind this an extraordinari ly impercep tive approach to  the 

desire of the public to participate in decision-making by the government . I 

believe that the Acad emy ought to reconsider that policy and those guidelines 

and that the government should take the init iative in persuad ing the Academy 

to do  s o .  Either the Academy should follow the same requirement s  a s  government 

decision-making advisory commit tees , or e lse it should ge t out of the business 

of . advising the governmen t . In short , the government i tself should say that 

the views of the Academy will not be solici ted , and wi ll not be considered 

excep t in the same way that it cons iders any advocate ' s  views , unless  i t  

begins to follow these democratic principles . I do not want to single out 

the Academy , however , because I would say the same about any other group that 

purports to advise the government as part of  the decision-making process 

rather than being regarded as an advocate for a particular view. 
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N .  BRUCE HANNAY : Mr . Hutt has dealt with matters of procedure in 

the use of experts , and I want to address myself to another aspect  of the 

use of experts , namely , the ques tion of substance . What is that we want 

them to tell us or to recommend or perhaps to decide? Obviously , if our 

only concern were with purely technical or scientific issues we wouldn ' t  have 

to be meet ing in this Forum here today .  Our concern i s  clearly with the 

role of experts in connection with issues that ultimate ly involve , in addit ion 

to scientific and technical judgments , political , social , economic or other 

judgments or actions . So what is i t  in such situations that we can legitimately 

seek from s cientists and engineers as particular examp les of expert s ?  

The bas ic quest ion we have to face is : Is  it pos s ible for experts 

to  separate facts  from opinions ? Or to put it  somewhat more gracefully : Can 

they recognize the poin t  at which their expertise runs out and their biases 

take over , and political and moral or o ther attitudes substitute for scientific 

obj ectivity ?  I think the answer is that they can make that separat ion , they 

often do , but unfortunate ly not always . One reason that they may p roceed to 

the point of  recommending act ions even when the s cient ific or technological 

evidence is insufficient is that there may be a compelling need for a decision 

ev�n before we have all o f  the facts .  Someone is going to make that decision . 

It is  tempting , perhaps , to help it along by taking the available facts to be 

more conc lusive than they really are . The s trongly held op inions of experts 

sometimes blur their percep tion of facts . Perhaps Jacques Ellul put his 

finger on it  when he said that " inte llectuals ab sorb the largest amount of 

second-hand , unverifiable information . They feel a compelling need to have 

an opinion on every important ques tion , and they consider themselves capable 

of j udging for themselves . "  
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There is little doubt that there has been a certain los s  of 

credibility for scientists and engineers . Occasional excesses in statements 

to the public that represent opin ion rather than knowledge , perhaps given 

through advertisement s  in the public p res s or conflicting public assertions ; 

they are part of it . But I think equally , and of particular concern to the 

Academy , commi ttee reports that lack scientific obj ectivi ty or give advice 

on policy in areas beyond the commi ttee ' s  compe tence are at fault . I doubt 

tha t  this has reached a truly critical level , but I think we have to take 

warning that we are losing ground on the accep tabil i ty of what we have to 

say , which is too bad s ince mos t  of it  is sound and worth lis tening to . As 

professional s I think we would f ind i t  worthwhile to ins titute better quali ty 

control . 

There are some who despair that a committee -- and I speak of 

committees  rather than individuals , f or the reasons that Dr . Handler referred 

to at the beginning , although this is only part o f  the problem -- some despair 

that a committee of experts cou ld ever deal satisfactorily with issues 

involving both technological and value j udgments . Arthur Kantrowitz for 

one has proposed that we abandon the idea , subs titu te courtroom adversary 

style proceedings so that advocates o f  all sides of the issue can present 

their viewpoints like trial lawyers , and it is indeed reported recent ly that 

the Ramo Committee plans to try thi s .  Both of the lawyers on our panel have 

spoken kindly of processes that are well known to and pract iced by the legal 

fraternity . 

This is an interesting idea , but I don ' t  think we need to go that 

far .  I think we would do be tter to minimize the tendency to advocate rather 

than to encourage it . The appealing feature of the suggestion , of course , 
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i s  that then we can just  accept bias , label it  clearly , and balance opposing 

biases while deliberately encouraging them . But in fact , a well constructed 

committee contain s  all of the elements that are required , that is , people of 

dif fering viewpoints as wel l  as a body of impar tial and knowledgeab le people 

to add obj ectivity.  I am more impressed with the level of  t ruth that I 

have heard in commit tees than I am with that I have heard in courtrooms . 

What we really need to do is to use committees more effect ively , 

not get rid of them . The essential thing , I think , is that we mus t ask the . 

commit tees to do only what they can reasonably do well . That is , they can 

assemble the scient if ic and technological facts as they are known ; they can 

assess these facts ; they can relate them to social or pol icy issues in terms 

of options , tradeof fs , probabilit ies , consequences . Commit tees can and should 

assess the possible consequences of var ious pol icy op tions ; they should s tate 

the uncertainty assoc iated with this assessment as well as the time and 

cost that would be requi red to reduce these uncer tainties . They can make 

recommendations when the scientific and technologic evidence is clear . I 

think the instruc t ions to commi ttees should be to do what I have j us t  said . 

What the commit tee cannot be allowed t o  do is to make rec ommendat ions based 

on .a subst itut ion of its own value j udgments for scient ific obj ec t ivity . It 

is in this murky region that I think commi t tees go wrong , and I am immediately 

in sympathy when Milton Katz  sugges ts that the Academy advisory groups sort 

out ,  recognize and identify whether they are rendering an obj ect ive assessment 

or advocating a cause , and whe ther they are speaking as experts within their 

field of special knowledge and confidence or as cit izens concerning a general 

public policy . I would add further the admonition that they should generally 

refrain from giving advice in the c it izen mode s ince their credentials for 
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this are generally lacking . I f  opinions mus t be given , which I mainly 

doubt , let them be separated out , clearly labeled as opinion , and be signed . 

As l ong as we believe in free speech , we are not going  to s top 

some of  our colleagues from going to the public with their biases .  But one 

thing we can do is to excise these biases to a greater  degree from reports 

issued by the National Research Council and the Academies . Valiant efforts 

are being made to s trengthen the review sys tem for our report s ,  but we can 

go further in thi s  d irec t ion . Commit tees have to recognize the legitimate 

role of reviews and be prepared to accep t constraints on their expres sions 

of opinion . In this connection we could greatly aid commit tees by making 

entirely clear to them and to the sponsors of a particular s tudy what the 

charge to the committee is , and therefore what it is not ,  be fore the commit tee 

begins to do i ts work. Committees are reluctant to abandon what they have 

writ t en ;  and we should endeavor , theref ore , to keep them from writ ing what 

they are not particularly qualif ied to do . 

Even when committees do s t ick to science and technology I think 

we can f ind ways to use them more ef fec tively . We can surely inj ect into 

the commi t t ee processes a wider varie ty of input s without necessarily add ing 

un�ie ld iness .  Some open meet ings a t  which nonmembers of the commit tee could 

express the ir views might be generally useful in this respec t ,  and of course 

these are used in many instances . More explicit report ing of d issident views , 

even when the maj ority of the commi ttee have agreed on a part icular position ,  

would make i t  clearer that these views have been expressed and considered . 

The greater degree of opennes s  of committee selec tion and rec ords seems 

entirely reasonable . Of course , Mr . Hutt spoke of that . 

In summary , it  is my view that  the proc esses for using commit tees 
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are essent ially good , but that they need some tightening . I adhere to 

the belief that experts will  retain their s tatus as experts only as long 

as they talk about things they know something abou t . Senator Muskie has 

been reported as desiring to meet the one-armed scientist after hearing 

"on the one hand and on the o ther hand" tes timony . Unfortunately , political 

decisions clearly are taken , they may even have to be taken , be fore all the 

fac ts  are in . But I don ' t think that we should succumb to the urging to  

pronounce j udgments beyond the l imit of  known fac ts and then at tribute them 

to science and technology or t o  claim expert ise that we don ' t  possess . We 

must continue to s tate probabilit ies and to point to gaps in the knowledge . 

Let the politician deal with these i f  he will and mus t , but let us not hide 

from him the uncertaint ies that are there . 

ROBBINS : Thank you . I always thought that a couunit tee was 

peculiarly good at construc ting camels that were supposed to  be horses . That 

seems t o  be an attitude which has been abandoned here . 

MORRISON : We have had an account of the l imi tat ions and virtues 

of the commi t tee system .  But I feel that at leas t  in the past decade or 

two , s ince the time we have had mos t  of the d iscus s ion about public advice 

frqm scient ists , the chie f  comp laint about committees that I detec t f rom 

those people who point with great vigor and considerable merit to the 

establishment nature of scient ific advice has been not the anxie ty of the 

commi ttee s  to appropriate to themselves moral j udgments or nonsc ientific 

judgments . That has occurred certainly , and I think it  has occurred with 

relatively good resul t s .  It  goes back t o  the days of the General Advisory 

Committee of the AEC , which Professor Bethe ment ioned . Recent s tud ies 

have been made showing , for examp le , that the famous H-bomb repor t , had 
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it been carried out , would have lef t  the situation at leas t as good as we 

are now because there is no way in which that report could have been used 

more poorly than it was in fact in the political circums tances . 

But I think the princip le complaint has been rather the oppos i te , 

that scientis ts accused by their wors t antagonis ts of concealing the facts 

we re probab ly persons who were s imp ly insecure outside of thei r  own 

d i s ciplines and therefore not wi lling to agree in writing and who have 

neglected to carry the conclusions to the less certain but probable or 

possib le externalities , the side ef fects , the bad circums tances that might 

but wouldn ' t necessarily arise . On the whole I think that has been the 

principle attack -- the narrowness of their j udgments , not the over-width 

of the judgments . I absolute ly agree that nobody could cons cientious ly 

serve on such a commi ttee and try to say we know for a fact some consequence 

that was not at all es tablished . But to say this decision or this process 

or this cons truction implies the following possib le side ef fects or dangers 

or mishaps would be very wor thwhile ; to say we don ' t know these and can 

only poorly assess the problems ; to say here is where s tudy , research and 

other groups are involved -- all would be use ful . Don ' t you fee l  that 

pa�ticular error is at leas t as salien t as the error of broadly painting 

the consequences wi thou t  reference to the expertise on which the j udgment 

is based? 

HANNAY :  I think , by and large , you are agreeing wi th what I j us t  

said , namely , that we mus t encourage the commi t tees t o  s tate these 

uncertainties and to evalua te all of the op tions in terms of the uncertainties 

and the consequences that would ensue . There is , however ,  in some reports 

a tendency on the part  of committees then to sort through these and decide 
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which of these options is the one that they would favor for reasons that 

are known bes t to them. I f  you go back and comb through the details you 

discover that they may be arranged to lead up to that conclusion and that 

is where I would say the commit tee has los t its obj ectivi ty . That is , 

having reached their conclusion , did they really try to marshall all the 

evidence and make it all lean the same way so that it would seem plausible 

as a conclusion? I would be much happier if  what emerged from their report 

was a much more neutral s tatement of the various options in terms of what 

the consequences might be . I don ' t want them to  omit any of the consequences , 

I don ' t want them to imply that the uncertainty is less than it  is , in 

support of a particular conclusion that they may s tate . They may be 

correc t  about i t , and they may feel very s trongly . But I think they should 

be very careful to avoid that kind of bias . I think that is what the reviewer 

can spot because the reviewer isn ' t commi tted to the same view that the 

committee is af ter long hours put into writing it . The reviewer  looks at 

it afresh and says - - Do I see any evidence of that kind of bias in here? 

I think the review is what we are going to have to re ly on very heavily , in 

the reports that , for example , the Academy produces , as a way of avoiding 

th�t kind of bias . 

HUTT : I would carry this one step further . I have far , far less 

concern about outside experts called in to advise the governmen t including 

policy and value judgments in their conclusions as long as they clearly are 

stated as such. To ask outside exper ts who have delved int o  a particular area 

in enormous dep th - - usually far greater dep th than the government can do 

because of  its limi tations , as has already been pointed out by Mr . Seaman 

to s top at the threshhold of the decisional p rocess is , I think , extremely 
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unwise . It  may be that the government administrator will ultimately 

disagree with the value j udgment that is made by the a�visory commit tee , 

but he ought to have the benef i t  of that value j udgment in making his decision . 

In this respect I d isagree wi th Dan Koshland ' s earlier commen t that you need 

outside exper ts primari ly where there is a dis ce�nible body of technological 

or s cientific knowledge to be weighed . I think you can also us e outs ide 

experts where there are s imply dif ficult j udgments and moral values and 

where people can be brought in who have background that is relevant to the 

ques tions involved .  

HANNAY : The kind of bing that dis turbs me is the analysis that 

is carried to the end of the logical process , as far as the science and 

technology are concerned , and is then carried on fur ther . I have specific 

cases in mind , where , let us say , a cos t-benefit analys is is done to allow 

the kind of dec is ion that ult imately somebody has to make . But , in fac t , 

the costs may be a s traightforward proces s , and l imited only by the quali ty 

of the data that are avai lable , but the benefits  are very subj ectives ones . 

The benefit to me and the benefit t o  you may be qui te dif ferent from what 

is put into that analysis , ye t it  is  used and put forth as a bas i s  for a 

final recommendation . I think that has gone too far at that point . I think 

the commi ttee has sub stituted its value j ud gment . Let anybody put in any 

benefit that he wants under those circums tances ,  but I don ' t think that 

the committee has any insight as to what the value of a human life is , or 

any other purely subj ective benef it . 

HUTT : I think the commit tee can give i t s  j udgment , recogni zing 

and specifically stating that  i t  is only a j udgment which is subj ect to 

review by others . 
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BLAIR BOWER : I am an economi s t , engineer , and consultant to 

Resources f or the Future . I serve on two Academy panels , whi ch by today ' s 

defini t ion automatically makes me an expert . I would l ike to  pursue Mr . Hut t ' s  

line o f  recommendations concerning the selection process for experts . I think 

Dean Sunderland has raised a very critical issue about the problem of 

select i on f rom the bot tom up that faces the individual in society . But I 

don ' t expect the panel really to come to grips  with that issue . I do think 

that i t  might come to grips a l i t t le more with the proces s of selecting 

experts in the various contexts in which it  takes place . These contexts vary 

from the legislative commit te�. estab lished by Congress ,  for example , at the 

federal level , .  to the various admin istrative or execut ive advisory commit tees 
I 

es tablished at that level , on . to  the various commi t tees and panels established 

by the augus t Nat ional Acad emy of Sc iences , and the various commi ttees 

es tab lished at s tate and local levels . I also would suggest that if  the 

term exper t  is  meaningful , it  would also then include the so-cal led consultants 

selected at all levels of government to advise the government on various is sues . 

My ques tion then to Mr . Hut t :  Would you broaden the app lication 

of par ticularly your firs t  provis ion , with respect to how the selection process 

works ? In making i t  open would you require and specify that this is  the 

procedure under which a commi t tee should be selected : namely , all candidates 

nominated in the open with the further requiremen t of going to various groups , 

indus t ry , public interes t groups , academic community , professional as sociat ions 

for nominees ,  and so on down the line ? Would you also have the same kind of 

provisions for the selection of consultant s to government agencies , as perhaps 

the s tate of Mary land suggests  might have been somewhat des irab le in terms 

of what we have seen over the las t few years ? 
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HUTT : With regard to your first ques tion the answer is c learly 

yes .  I think that all government advisory committees . and all advisory 

committees that are used by the government under contract , which includes 

the National Academy and the Federat ion of American Soc ieties of Experimental 

Biology , should be chosen in that way and subj e�t to the p rocedures that I 

out lined . Some government agencies are already doing that , namely , solicit ing 

nominations through a public notice in the Federal Register . Of  course , 

selection of those who wi ll serve on the commi t tee , from among those nominated 

and others not nominated , mus t be the responsibility of the official convening 

the commi ttee . 

With regard to ind ividual ad hQc consultants ,  I think that use of  

the same public nominat ion procedure might be too cumbersome . An individual 

consultant is often simply called on the telephone for an opinion . I t is 

not a terribly f ormalized c oncept .  Consultants are not used in the same way 

as an advisory committee . I have not thought this  aspect of it  through 

entirely , but I believe i t  would depend on the way the consultant is  used • .  

BOWER : If I may , Mr . Chairman , j us t  respond to that . There are 

many cases in which a government agency hires a consultant or a consul t ing 

board : for example , the State Highway Commission in Virginia ,  in p ressing 

its particu lar view as an advocate , incidentally .  Your first statement 

suggested when you began that perhaps only the public interes t groups were 

advocates . I am sure you would agree that many government agencies are 

advocates of particular pos it ions . Given that , which is normal behavior 

patt ern of ins titu tions in any society , when the government agencies do 

selec t , for example , an environmental consultant or a set of engineers to 

advise them on the design of a highway sys tem , they are in fact hi ring advice 
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formally and of ten with large expend itures of money . But that selection 

proces s  takes place essential ly behind closed doors . 

HUTT : And I think that is incorrec t .  I do not believe the 

government should ever get in the pos it ion of becoming an advocate in 

that way , where it goes out and does what Mr . Halpern described , namely , 

it shops around for the s cientists  that agree with it and selec ts a lot of  

them in  order to arrive at a one-sided position . If the government is  doing 

that at any level , federal , s tate or local , it is making a maj or mistake . I 

think it should always be in a posit ion of j udging on the basis of a balance 

of opinion and not trying to E � up a predetermined resul t . 

KOSHLAND : James Thurber has a recurring nightmare that he wakes 

up in the l obby of the Waldorf Ast oria in only his paj ama top s .  And I have 

a recurring nightmare that I am going to end up on a platform arguing with 

Peter Hutt . Some scient ists have a lit tle concern about turning everything 

into an adversary procedure and no t j us t  because they are unwil l ing to be 

in a fight ; I think a lot of them enj oy combat . But j us t  as the scientist 

has t o  be educated to learn about the public proces s ,  the public has to 

learn about the scient if ic process .  De Tocqueville said many years ago that 

the public will always believe a simple lie in preferenc e to a complicated 

truth , and tha t  is emphas ized in an adversary process . Maybe the current 

SST hearings are an example of a good adversary process . Each of us can 

express our annoyance at sonic boom , so the citizen needs no experts . On 

the o ther hand , in the case of cyclamates a preliminary report (which all 

scientists know is very tentative) is published in which we are told of rats 

being fed thousands of t imes more cyclamates per body weight than any human 

will ever consume and a few of these get cancer . Suddenly the Commissioner 
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is pushed by the public excitement to make a decision .  Maybe the courageous 

decision is to say that we j us t  don ' t  have the data , and , in spite  of this 

one lit tle report , we shouldn ' t make a decision until the data are available .  

Isn ' t  that one of the problems o f  publicizing too early ? 

HUTT : There are benefits and risks t o' everything . You and I 

would agree with that . Clearly , if all advisory committee proceed ings were 

opened up in the way I advocate , it would have risks . There would be a 

chilling effec t  on some discussion . Some otherwise very useful people would 

decline to participate . Things that are said in a preliminary way by 

individuals could be misquoted •r  quoted out of context or quot ed accurately 

and blown up into newspaper headlines , and panic the country . Those are 

all danger s .  

Indeed those dangers exis t  today in view o f  the massive amount of 

informa t ion that is leaked out of the government and get s into the newspaper 

headl ines before any f inal resolut ion of a complex issue is made .  I have 

learned to live with leaks . They happened to me every day . 

On the benef it side , though , you have the credibility and public 

accep tance that comes with an open government . Where I come ou t ,  on the 

basis of four years of living with these risks and benefits every day of  

my l ife , twenty-four hours a day , is that the openness and what comes with 

that is worth the dangers that all so necessarily accompany i t . It is not 

a black and white situation , however ,  I would never pretend that . 

HAIRE : I wou ld l ike to say that although the government professes 

that they want consumer involvement in the se commit tees , our particular . 

committee has never had more than e ight days not ice . I f  the scientist  were 

asked to part icipate in the governmen t committee , he would probab ly be given 
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a month minimum notice . But when the consumer is asked to participate in 

any of these commi t tees , it is not often more than a one week notice . 

ROBBINS : You are implying something that I don ' t think is true , 

namely , that a scient ific member of the commi t t ee is treated differen tly 

than another person . 

HUTT : You are talking about something that is  clearly not wi thin 

my knowledge at the present momen t .  I do not recall any special treatment 

ever being given to the members of any committee who were scientists  as opposed 

to consumer representat ives or indus try representat ives . They were all told 

on exactly the same day when t •  � committee mee ting would be . 

HAIRE : The other thing I would like to comment on is the composition 

of some of the se commit tees for the FDA . I am sorry if  I dwell on the FDA , 

but that is my area of specific interes t . The obs tetrics-gynecology advisory 

commi t tee of the FDA , which is considered i ts panel of experts on obstetrics , 

is composed only of obs tetricians . There are no neonatologis ts , no pedia

tricians , no behavioral scient ists  and obstetrically related --

ROBBINS : As a pediatrician I dep lore it . 

HAIRE : Let us hope we can do something about it . 

HOWARD GREYBER : I am a scientist  and consultant . My question or 

comment is real ly aimed at Mr . Jencks . S ince you represent the television 

you would be a whipping boy or something . The point I am making is that we 

have a great deal of pessimism today in the world and among the American 

people . Part of that comes f rom the notions of limit s  of growth , of doom,  

that we mus t economize on  energy . Mos t  of this comes f rom people of very 

wel l  meaning in ecology and environment , and from even a few physic al 

scientists . As Professors Morrison and Bethe certainly know , mankind ' s 
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use measures zero compared to the energy sources in the universe and even 

those roughly accessible on Earth . I wonder why commercial television 

could not t ake over more ef fort to acquaint people with the way the physical 

scientists at least see this . We may be going through a temporary shortage 

over the next thirty years ; but I would venture
.
to  say that in forty years 

from now , 2016 , the United S tates alone will be using twenty to  eighty time s  

i t s  present consumption with n o  particular i l l  ef fects  necessarily i f  

popu lat ion is l imited and certain obvious caut ions are observed . I would 

like to see some of the optimism that is reflec ted among mos t  physical 

scientists given on a medium t' at overwhe lmingly by one or two orders of 

magnitude is the one that communicates to the public . 

JENCKS : If  I und erstand you correctly , the charge is that in 

our news j udgment s ,  or in the news j udgments of the media generally , the 

knowledge and opinions of physical scient ists as to energy and the use of 

resources and so forth are not fairly reflected . 

ROBBINS : Maybe you are not using experts properly . 

JENCKS : I am in no position to agree or disagree with that . News 

j udgment , of course , is not quite the same as scient ific j udgment . Nor do 

I believe necessarily it should be . I do think the media have been fascinated 

by what might be called the consumer revolut ion ; they have been fascinated 

by the concern about the environment .  The development of concepts like zero 

populat ion growt h ,  I think , has been largely contributed to by the fact that 

the med ia has caught this fever and t ransmitted it . Some , including I suppose 

many in this aud ience ,  will think that the med ia in that respect have done 

a great service for mankind , and others will d isagree . There is  in any 

running news story of great appeal an element of sensation . Oscar Wilde 
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once said that nothing succeeds l ike excess ,  and that is probably t rue 

about the reporting of new and arresting d evelopments .· I make no apology 

for it -- I merely observe it . I don ' t know of any way , however -- and I 

don ' t  understand your suggesting a way -- in which the media can , as it 

were , scientif ically validate or exactly reflect  opinion in the scient ific 

community or for that mat ter in the polit ical community or any other community . 

DJERASSI : You can do that easily because what I obj ec t to is 

the qual ity of that coverage and not really whether it  is done . The media 

can go  t o  the trouble of consult ing with more than one person rather than 

j ust select ing one nugget of i format ion without really offering a balanced 

account and us�ally quoting it quite out of context . 

I also would like to . r espond to Peter Hut t .  You talk here about 

the adversary relat ionship , that this is really the nature of the government 

process .  Frankly there is  nothing new about this ; it  is also the nature of 

the scientific process . It i s  a more civil ized adversary relat ionship than 

the adversary relationship to which you refer , but it is part and parcel of 

the scienti f ic process , and therefore scientists would not obj ect to it . 

In fac t  i t  is ind ispensable when you talk about any of the prospect ive problems 

that I referred to earlier . And here I don ' t obj ect to many of the things 

that you have pointed ou t -- public not ices , publication , open meet ings --

I buy all of this with great en thusiasm . 

However , you don ' t  real ly quite p ractice what you p reach , for 

ins tance , in the FDA . I am not suggest ing that you should get people with 

potent ial conflicts of in terest and have . them make the decision . Of course 

not .  The decis ion finally has to be made by someone -- in this case by the 

FDA Commiss ioner . But I think you are se lec t ing the informat ion in your 
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advisory committees . You exc lude categorically a very important group of 

people to whom I have ref erred as the people who have . had practical infor-

mation . They are not present there ; you treat them basically only as 

advocates and even discredited advocates ; you are not considering them as 

equals in advisory committees . This is one pla�e where the government is 

making a gross mis take . Regulatory agenc ies -- notab ly the FDA and the 

EPA -- have long passed just  the role of a policeman or the p rotector of 

the c onsumer . This is an important func tion that  I ,  the consumer , would 

not want to eliminate , but they have gone way beyond this and have now an 

enormous impac t on research . ' nd they have that  impact because of legislat ive 

mandate s .  Yet they do very little about this in a prospect ive , policy-

I 

direct ing way. They say what research does or does not get done . You are 

talking about your ob-gyn commit tee -- why does the FDA not have a commi t tee 

that wonders why the only new developments in birth control that occurred 

in the las t  twenty years addressed themselves t o  women ? In other words , why 

is so lit tle being done on male contracep t ives?  This is  a quest ion that 

the FDA should ask , but never does because the FDA does not really worry 

whether anyone is working on that problem or not . 

In 19 73 I made a formal proposal in the only edi torial I ever 

wrote in Science . At that time Mr . Hut t was s till working for the FDA , 

and I sent i t  to him . I don ' t  know whether he remembers the rep ly , but I 

will remind him of i t . The editorial said that it should be necessary for 

regulatory agencies to issue research-impact s tatements  j us t  as these agenc ies 

request of others environmental-impact s tatements . The research-impac t  state -

ment to  me is  one that advisory commi ttees and regulatory agencie s and others 

should always consider ; namely , if we take this and that step , what impac t 
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may this have on the research that is soc ie tally and social ly important , 

that may not get done as a result of a given regulation? Regulatory 

agencies have never paid any attention to the impact of their regulatory 

role . This is a form of discip line , an intellectual one , that I think 

would be of crucial importance .  When I sent th�s letter to Mr . Hut t , his 

rep ly was that of a bureaucrat , namely , saying that he did not want to 

have more bureaucracy to deal with . Somet imes you need a lit t le bit more 

bureaucracy . 

all this 

ROBBINS : One further comment f rom the gentleman who started 

GREYBER : I did not suggest a solution for the use of media , 

but the poin t  has been made that many network news people have a prej udice 

against thi s .  It  has been said that if nuclear power had been developed 

first and you started promot ing c oal with the present attitudes that are 

overwhelmingly proj ected on the news med ia , coal would never have been 

developed because of i t s  obvious terrible disadvantages -- smoke and a 

hundred others . The general opt imi sm that forty years from now you may 

have , for instance , a signif icant product ion of energy from fusion power 

in the year 2016 wel l  within the lifespan of  some o f  the younger members 

of the audienc e could be presented on televis ion and would counterac t this 

sense of pessimism that is so extremely popular today . 

EMILY SWET : I don ' t belong to  any organization that I wish to 

align myself with right now. I am speaking as a private individual . Several 

months ago we got the outline of this series , and I found myself thinking 

about it while doing a tremendous amount of driving during the week . I 

came today be cause I was af raid that perhaps one point of view was not 
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going to be expressed . I hear glimmerings of it , but truly the thrust is 

generally or really strongly against it . And that is there is a thing 

called a private individual , and the world is run for that ind ividual . My 

ancestors in Philadelphia , Philadelphia lawyers --

ROBBINS : You are very brave to let that out . 

SWET : Though I am not sure they were all lawyers at that t ime , 

there were some back before 177 6 . In my lifetime I personally have experienced 

a tremendous change in at t i tude from those that I grew up with in that 

Ph iladelphia lawyer context and the feeling that the ind ividual is the most 

important thing . I don ' t quit know how to explain it clearly . But , back 

in 17 7 6 the people who ran this country were people who were very capable , 

' 

very ingenious , and who educated themselves . Education was quite  easily 

availab le to them . They could go out and subscribe to the library , receive 

a box of books , and just  sit  down and read . I f  they had a ques tion they 

knew that Dr . Rush was around the corner , and they would go down and ask it . 

ROBB INS : By the way , he gave them very bad advice .  

SWET : He  did the best  he could . Today that is no longer t rue . 

Many , many more people are educated , and you would think that they could find 

out more . But there is this consp iracy of silence . I am glad to hear a 

number of  people today speaking about the importance to have open mee tings , 

open information . But there is something that is st ill hidden , and that is 

this b ias which guides the interpretat ion of al l this informat ion . It is 

no t b iased t oward the ind ividual . When we worked on the electronic battle f ie ld , 

it  was all very technical but nothing was men t ioned about what was happening 

as a result of it . Never , at the t ime of such studie s ,  do we hear the s trange 

details about what happens to humans when they are maimed by bombs , or what 
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happens to someone who is living in West Virginia near some of the paper 

companies ,  or what  happens to me as I drive back and forth and am exposed 

to a lot of the problems as a result of vehicular traffic . I would like 

to hear more of what Dr . Hannay mentioned -- the absolute resul t of all these 

studies , all the disabilities , all the strange p·roblems . I f  we have ideas 

which may indeed be good ones , but which may have some very bad s ide effect s ,  

is it poss ible that we might restrain ourselves from the commercial push? 

This is a commerc ial nation , it  grew up as a commerc ial nat ion . But is what 

is best for commerce what the ind ividual really needs ? Sometimes we need to 

be able to  rest rain this push · ' research and be willing to wait another few 

years .  Red dye bas been studied for over twenty years . Now we find that 

there may be a question about it . Perhaps it is better if  there is a quest ion 

not to use the se things , not to implement them, but to wait until we have 

decided without feel ing that it is a quest ion of money or t ime . Time is  a 

strange thing ; you can ' t  quant itate t ime . Somet imes the decisions are made 

yours --

ROBBINS : It is possible to quantitate t ime , and I must  quantitate 

SWET : I j ust want to finish this las t thing . Sometimes a decis ion 

is made because there is a push for it to be implemen ted right then , and it 

turns out to have been one that was unnecessary twenty years later .  

CLAIRE NADER : I have a mixture of c omments and ques t ions . One 

extends the remarks of the las t  speaker in a sense that we have been talking 

abou t the inadequacy of the composit ion of advi sory committee s .  I would like 

to comment about the inadequacy of the c omposit ion of this part icular panel , 

because although we are talking about the citizen and the expert , I really 

see all professionals on the stage , including public interest professionals . 
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This amorphous body called the citizen has been talked about as being at a 

disadvantage in the variety of ways , and I agree that . the disadvantages are 

pretty large . On the o ther hand , we mus tn ' t  forget that there are some 

c itizens who have taken action and who · have d ealt with technical information , 

starting with economics and extend ing to engine�ring , who have managed to ask 

their quest ions and bring the technical information to bear that they needed 

for satisfactory answers . 

You could have invited , for example , June Allen who is very ac t ive 

in the North Anna coali tion , who tried to make a statement about the geological 

information associated with tl- North Anna plant , and whose group , as a mat ter 

of f ac t , succeeded in , or was vind icated in ,  its posi t ion when the nuc lear 

regulatory commission f ined the ut ili ty $ 60 , 000 , I think , for mis informat ion . 

I don ' t know if they put it as direc tly as to say that they l ied , but they 

did say mi sinformat ion. So she could have been on this panel and enriched 

the d iscuss ion in quit e an interes t ing fashion . I have the feeling that 

many of the panel ists  and other panels of this kind are really divorced from 

the f ie ld act ivi t ies  that are going on , and I wish that we would start a t  

least in the design o f  the panels t o  cons ider all the members that should be 

there . 

A comment on the press -- that it  can be mischievous , or that the 

media can be mischievous . Of course we all can be mischievous . Members of 

the professions represent ed on the stage can be and have been mischievous . I 

would like to say that the coverage can be improved . On the other hand , there 

are instanc es where it  is really quite good . Recen t ly ,  when FDA Commissioner 

Alexander Schmidt was on "Face the Nation , "  the three ques tioners from the 

med ia were really quite well-informed about the ir subj ect matter .  What you 
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got was a pushing , investigat ive quest ioning , and even l i ttle speeches on 

the part of  the questioners bringing out add itional information . When the 

viewer f inished , he or she f elt that they had some better understanding , that 

the i s sues were j oined on the quest ions that faced the Food and Drug Adminis

trat ion . In that you have to cred it , really , the quest ioners in having done 

their homework. 

A third point and my last has to do with performance standards .  Fun 

has been poked at the law. However , the bar associations d iscipline their 

members when they go beyond the standards that the bar has set for itself 

much bet t er than the members of the sc ientific community , perhaps because they 

have had to . I .think one o f  the issues concerning any discussion on c it izen 

and expert has to do with the increasing problem of what does the scient i f ic 

communi ty do about its  members that go publ ic , in a sense , become politicians 

for the ir part icular technical viewpoint , and where they do not say , at the 

same t ime ,  that they are advocat ing a technical viewpoint , where they do no t 

say what the limitations of the ir informat ion are . Here we are talking about 

mechanisms to discipline that kind of discuss ion . Your peer review in the 

techni cal community has been pretty good when it had to do with chemistry ,  

physics , biology , and s o  on . But when it has to do with biopol itics  or 

phys iopol itics or psychopol it ics it bec omes more compl icated . Here also we 

have some precedents .  When the Nat ional Academy of Sciences was doing a 

study on the effec t s  of herbic ides in Vie t Nam , some members d idn ' t l ike 

what was going on , dissented , went to the AAAS for a countervailing study 

which was undertaken --

HANDLER : No , that is not the r ight his tory . I am sorry . You 

can ' t  say that --
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ROBBINS : That is Dr . Handler back there , the President of the 

Nat ional Academy of Sciences 

NADER : I think we can say that the fac t that two studies on the 

same issue were going on he lped discipline both s tudies . I f  we can ' t give 

it as an example , if Dr . Handler d isagrees , I think we can say that if you 

have countervailing studies l ike that you are likely to get closer to the 

truth . 

DELANO MERRIWEATHER : My name is Delano Merriweathe r ,  I am a 

physic ian who happens to be a government employee . I would like to make two 

comments that do not necessarily relate to my occupation . The firs t  is to  

underscore the s tatement that was made earlier as  to the value of a broad 

repre sentat ion , particularly if we are to interpret the purpose of this and 

other conferences to refl ect the thinking in the perspective of all Americans . 

I don ' t think that I need to go into detail but this is t rue particularly with 

respec t to the scient ific community . I t  is important that  not only the 

informa t ion be interpreted accurately , which al l of us can do , but it is 

impor tant to f ind a perspec t ive based on one ' s experiences , background , 

economic and soc ial interest s  that would be helpful in giving a broader 

pe�spe c t ive t o  the decision-making process .  

My second comment has to do with the fac t that I am very concerned 

about the a t t i tudes toward commi ttee ac tivit ies and what we consider to be a 

democratic process . I get the feeling that there is a growing concern in 

commit tee act ivit ie s  for the membership not because these ac t ivit ies are 

perceived to be a forum in which advice is given , but as an outgrowth of 

suspicion that individuals have in protec t ing their own interes t s .  I think 

commit tee ac t ivit ie s  and their purpose should be based primarily on the advice 
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that can be achieved by having variou s  inputs  and that their act ivi ties not 

be concentrated primarily or solely on protec t ing one ' s personal interests .  

ROBBINS : Thank you . Dr . Handler? I will apply the same rules 

of length of  t ime to you --

HANDLER: I only want about sixty seconds . I have listened very 

carefully this morning . I guess if  there was someone with whom I could easily 

ident ify , it  was Emily Swe t . But my Philadelphia ances tors also taught me 

that the host is polit e to his guests and therefore I will not respond to much 

that I have heard although I was tempted to r ise on several occas ions . 

I think , for example , that Claire Nader and I would be cons iderably 

at odd s .  I thought that that television session involving FDA Commissioner 

Schmidt  and three quest ioners was a travesty.  I though t it was one of the 

uglie st  moment s  I have every seen on our television . Three reporters , al l 

with nega tive att itudes , used rhe torical quest ions to badger a gentlemen who 

could not defend himself under the c ircumst ances . He had to be polite and 

decent and respec table , and he was .  I thought he was remarkable , I thought 

they were merely unpleasant . And the audience was not one whit enl ightened 

by the experience . 

[ �e following material was added in proof . ]  

It  seems only fair to indicate some fac ts about the two s tudies 

to which Miss Nader referred . 

1) The AAAS ac tual ly commissioned their s tudy more than a year 

before the Acad emy was asked by the Congress to examine the effec t s  of 

herbicides in the Viet Nam defoliat ion program. Miss Nader ' s  statement 

regard ing this ma tter is comple tely fiction and most  extraordinarily mis leadin g . 

2) The only report of the AAAS study appeared in Science before 
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the Academy s tudy was organized . Dr . Meselson , principal author of that 

report , voluntarily assisted the Academy commit tee in numerous ways and 

they were grateful for his assis tance . 

3) Dr . Meselson later served on the Report Review Panel that 

cri tically reviewed the Academy report . The Academy s tudy was far more 

detai led than tha t which Dr . Mese lson had opportunity to conduct .  To the 

extent that both examined s imilar aspects of the possib le effects of herbicides 

in Viet Nam, the two reports were in general agreement .  The Academy report 

took exception to some speculations by Dr . Meselson , made elsewhere , that 

herbicides may have increased the incidence of birth anomalies . 

4)  A maj or aspect of the Academy s tudy was an assessment of the 

extent of damage to inland fores ts that had not been accessible to the AAAS 

group . The estimate of this damage made by the NAS s tudy team was challenged 

not by the AAAS " countervai ling s tudy" (completed long be fore ) but by the 

NAS Report Review Panel . In the end , this led to a relatively minor upward 

revis ion by the s tudy commi ttee of the extent of damage (assessed as loss 

of potentially merchantable timber) , a change of li t tle meaning when contras ted 

with the picture of harsh eco logical damage to the less densely fores ted areas 

already contained in the report . 

Countervailing? [ Conclusion of material added in proof . ]  

I asked for the microphone , however , be cause I am concerned 

by the sugges tions that Mr . But t has made here today .  He le ft  out o f  his 

discussion several important notions . To begin , le t me as sert that s omehow 

there mus t be ins titutional respons ibility for advice given to the government .  

The sys tem which you described , sir , is a great way to run the United S tates 

government and may be a fair model for the FDA . But i t  is not a model for 
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the National Academy of Sciences . The facts of science are not to be 

established by votes from "interested organizations . "  If you wish to have 

a vote as to the value of 1f ,  you may do that -- but not inside this bui lding . 

We choose the members of our commit tees with extreme care , but 

not so as to create a participatory democracy . This is an elite organizat ion , 

sir . We go to great care to elect the members of the Academy , and our advisory 

activities are guided by their experience , their unders tanding , and their 

insigh ts . We rely on them to dis tinguish good science from poor science , 

high s cientific compe tence f rom mediocrity . To appoint our commi ttees by 

accep ting nominations from diverse other organizations is to give away the 

only special asset we have in this bui lding . 

I knew why Carl Dj eras si was a great chemis t  long before he was 

ever appointed to a commi ttee of this institu tion . And i t  was because of 

his remarkable chemical ins ights and knowledge that we would seek him out . 

But that is not the bas is for a participatory democracy . With respect to 

purely technical matters , and there are such and they can be identified , some 

people really are more equal than others , and we wish to make use of them . 

However , we make no attempt here at the Academy to pretend that we are the 

decis ion makers for the United States . We are a voice , not the voice . We 

provide our opinion concerning the facts by a set of ins titut ionalized 

mechanisms at  which we have worked very bard . We have gone to great lengths 

to remove bias from our reports where b ias can be ident ified . We are not 

always successful ; i t  would be foolish to pretend that we are . But we go 

to great lengths to try to remove bias , to as sure that no sys tematic 

prej udices are built  into our reports . And we do our be s t  t o  eschew value 

judgments . We render our technical reports  to the peop le of the Uni ted S tates 
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and their government and let them bring all the disparate values of the 

United States to bear in finding decisions . It is  this sense of  institutional 

responsibili ty ,  this insistence on scient ific excellence of which I would 

like t o  remind you , because in your four points you made no room for i t  

whatever . 

ROBBINS : Mr . Butt  will have a chance to comment as we go around 

the panel , but this lady wishes to make a comment very briefly . 

ELLA FILIPPONE : I f ind it  is very difficu lt to follow Dr . Handler , 

needless t o  say .  I guess I am the citizen here . I am the Chairman of the 

Pas saic River Coalition , and I came here from Basking Ridge , New Jersey . 

we have a mult idiscip linary t eam of scient i sts who work with us on land 

and wat er resource management . Bef ore coming here I read the brochure to 

them and asked who in the ir view should have a greater voice -- the citizen 

or the expert? And my experts al l said , "Naturally , we should : we are the 

scientists ; we know more . "  I ,  not be ing a scient ist but a social scientist , 

feel we should also have a voice . It seems to  me that today I came here , 

spending the limi t ed funds we have , as has been mentioned , to begin to  learn 

how the Academy can be tter relate to the cit izen , how we who are working to 

the benefi t  of three and a half million people in the mos t  densely populated 

part of the United States can call be tter upon the resources of a pres tigious 

agency such as the Academy and make participatory democracy work . For ten 

years I worked here in Washington and preached much of what we have heard 

today . But I think that the inst itut ion , whe ther i t  be this one or another 

one of high standing and high calibre , must reach out . My quest ion to a 

very distinguished panel is how are you going to reach out to  the many 

citizen organizations who need your guidance ,  your assistance and some times 
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possibly that profess ional ethic that should be established of the ethical 

s cient ist-citizen who sees the truth , or at least  searches for it ? 

ROBBINS : I am not sure  we are going to  be ab le t o  answer you 

perfectly because we do no t speak for the National Academy even though 

we are meeting in its building and under its  auspices . But as we go around 

the panel we will see i f  we can extract from them something use ful to you . 

Can you speak very brief ly , s ir ?  

CARL BAKER : I spent many years at NIH in cancer research and 

would like to bring up a point of trends that concern me a good bit and 

the . increasing populari ty of participat ory activit ies at lower levels in 

government . I am all in favor of the broad p articipatory activities at 

higher levels . But on technical subj ect s such as cancer re search we have 

so much participatory act ivi ties now I am having trouble seeing that we 

always have cancer expert ise . So even within government at certain levels , 

Hr .  Hutt ' s  approach and certainly the adversary roles seem to me to have 

been increasingly divert ing us from focusing in on solutions of certain 

technical prob lems because of this increase in the participat ion and adversary 

roles . I remember Kreb iozen very well and the proposal that we select a 

tribunal to vote on it , which seemed to me to be very much like voting on 

the value of n .  So I wonder if the panel would have anything to  say abou t 

the ups ide-downnes s  of this , the introduction of nonexpert ise into technical 

matters . 

ROBBINS : I am now going to ask each member of the panel , st arting 

with Professor Be the , to give us a brief summary . If on some of these last 

quest ions you have comments t hat are pertinent , please be brie f . 

BETHE : Listen ing t o  both Mr . Hutt and Mr . Hannay , I could agree , 
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more or less , with both of them . I think what Mr . Hut t  said about freedom 

of information and openness is very important . At the same t ime I thought 

Mr .  Hannay had a very important point that commi ttees should separate clear ly 

fact from opinion , but that they should not refrain from giving op inion when 

so designated .  In fact , I was rather troubled by the quote from Mr . Lippmann , 

which Dr . Handler gave at the beginning of this ses sion , that the expert 

should not c? �e what the dec ision will be . I think this would be a very 

sorry human being who doesn ' t  care what the decis ion will be , and I don ' t  

remember any case in my own expert time where I d idn ' t care . I think the 

expert should care , but he should clearly dis t inguish opinion from . fact . 

JENCKS : I think we are all in agreement that we need to  improve 

the t ransmiss ion of  expert ise , particularly at the government decis ion-making 

level , be cause our lives and our fortunes depend upon it . I think , in this 

discussion of how to improve it , that there i s . a tension between two ideas . 

One idea is to  refine expertise and validate and legit imize expert s t o  a 

greater degree . But the danger of this i s  that it creates the pos s ibility 

of forming a closed system ,  an es tablishment , an institutionalization of 

truth . And in this count ry we have always striven to avoid the creat ion or 

the sanct ion of any f orm of official tru th , the more so , of course , where 

scientific inquiry is involved . 

It does seem to me that there ought to  be -- and here I would 

agree with Mr . Hannay -- a greater scrupulousnes s in confining the expert 

to the field of his exper t ise . As a ci tizen ,  i f  he feels and cares deeply 

as we hope he does -- he can find another forum in which to express his 

views on the value j udgment , perhaps , for example , before a congress ional 

commi ttee , where he will be welcome . But he should not confuse the forum 
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of his expertise with the forum of his polit ical views . 

It does seem to me that  the media and others , including the 

. schools , should better ground the public with an at titude toward science 

and information which will be responsible and which will be skept ical . 

Finally , I think a certain chaos and confusion is better than too much 

structure , too much refinement in this area . Our st rength as a nat ion , 

including in t he scient if ic field , has been due to our diversity and to  our 

content iousness . The best protection for us  in the long run is a reasoned 

skepticism and the improvement and opening of our procedures .  

HALPERN : There was a theme that ran through many of the .comments 

today and was very sharply focused by Dr . Handler and the speaker immediat ely 

after him. Dr . Handler made it  very clear to those of  us  who are not 

scient ific  experts that we are his guests in his building . We non-eli tists  

who come in should enter with an understanding that the relat ionship is  tha t  

of guest and host . The next speaker asked what the Academy is doing about 

outreach . The answer , of course , i s  nothing . The door is unlocked , and if 

you come in here and you understand you are a guest , then you are welcome . 

Nobody put the issue as sharply as Dr . Handler , and I am grate ful t o  h im 

for that -- as well as for his invitation t o  come into his building . 

The issue was less clearly drawn , I think , by some of the other 

panelists , but there is an issue there and a terribly important one . I 

would suggest a spectrum on which you can organize many of the agreement s  

and disagreement s  among panelists and aud ience with these two ends to  the 

spectrum .  A t  one end is a model that encourages maximum interchange between 

cit izen and expert with an implicit recognition that you cannot separate 

out scient ific issues from value issues , that these things are intermixed , 
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and that there is a vital and urgent int eres t that the cit izen be educated 

and informed and have experts available so that he can understand these 

issues . 

And at the other end is a model of experts drawing into their own 

closed circle . As Dr . Hannay described the scient ific commit tee , I los t 

s ight of the fact that we are here to t alk abou t the cit izen and the expert , 

because he wa� talking about how you organize the expert community . According 

to the model , the expert community organizes it self ; it  limits  it self to a 

very narrow range of inquiry ; and it presents i t s  j ewels of wisdom .  The 

government or the citizen or anyone else can pick them up i f  they will . 

I prefer the more open process . Le t  cit izens and experts interact 

with each other in a much freer and more egalitarian manner . This does not 

mean we have a popular vote on rr ,  but it does recognize the compe tence of 

citizens to deal with expert s .  

KOSHLAND : This panel has been a delight ful educat ion for "hard" 

scient ists like me who really don ' t l ike to discuss  anything unless we can 

study i t  t o  two decimal places . We are faced with the situat ion that we 

really do have to  make dec isions without all the data and interact with even 

lawyers and public interes t groups . Lawyers and the public will have to 

learn that even the best procedures may not be as good as some solid facts . 

I think that in the long run this combination of fact and adversary proceeding 

is the way the country is going and pos sibly has to go . We are really learning 

something very new : how to  make dec isions in a public democracy on very 

complicat ed t echnological issues . I am very hope ful that sound decis ions 

will be made if both the citizen and the expert are tolerant of each other . 

BRAND : I could add a report I have heard about the use o f  committees 
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and truth . I understand there was a study done on the Delphi Technique , 

which is a means of predict ing the future in a part icular , say , t echnical 

area like computer science by polling a number of experts in that area to 

predict what is going to happen in the next ten year s .  There was one study 

that was done where there were enough experts  to do a double polling . They 

asked one set to come t ogether and confer for several days and come up with 

a set of the1 .o:- expectat ions of what was going to happen in this area for 

the next t en years . Another equal se t of experts who knew more about it  

than the first se t were contacted by letter and t elephone and asked t o  

send in their individual opinions about what was going to happen in the 

future . This was then put in a file for ten years . The dramatic  opening 

of the file ten years later found that the people who had been individually 

polled and not brought t ogether were far more accurate .  

MORRISON : An even older society than this one has as it s mot to , 

"We do not . t rust words alone but must deal with what goes behind them . " I 

think that is  going to  be the j ud gment , at the end of 200 years or 300 or 

400 or whatever i t  may be , of the relat ionship be tween expert s and ci tizens 

in this republic and all others . 

There is another spectrum , be sides that of Mr . Halpern ' s ,  that 

has been very much in the background here , and I want to elucidat e it j ust  

at  the ends . I t  is  the relat ionship be tween substance and p roces s .  I t  is 

quite clear that we feel different ly about those things , and it is clear 

also that these are interacting strongly : there is no permanent substance ; 

there is no absolutely perfect process . But I fee l  that it is indeed not 

by words alone , but by the judgment of  the citi zenry -- who in the end 

maintain all our inst itutions and ourse lves and educate us and to whom we 
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are beholden -- who through their own experiences , the substance of lif e ,  

will determine what i s  said about advice . We are going through a peculiarly 

bad period , because looking back to the past twenty years , looking ahead to 

the next ten ,  we don ' t have that  substance of success that might have been 

the case at the glorious t ime when Captain Cook sailed through the American 

blockad ing forces . He carried a letter saying that he was on a scientific  

expedi t ion , and the American Navy let  him through , because af ter all , who 

would attack a scient ific expedition . Now I am afraid all the radars of the 

navies will be aimed exactly at those people . It is  not that the science 

has changed all that much. It has become more powerful , and around power 

we are clustered with difficulties that we have tried very feebly to  deal 

with in a context that I think does represent some small effort on the part 

of the Academy for an outreach . 

BUTT : I would like t o  pick up on the comments on proces s versus 

substance . I said earl ier , and would l ike to  reiterate ,  that proces s i s  

extraordinarily important today to the cit izenry a s  a whole . If  we look 

back , particu larly at what has gone on in the highes t  level s  of  government 

in t he last few years , procedure has been the great failing of the 

co�t ry -- the inability to f ind out what i s  going on and t o  remedy problems 

that , if brought to light , never could have occurred in the first place . 

So perhaps , as I pointed ou t in my remarks , a lawyer looking at these types 

of issues uniquely focuses on process in terms of s traightening out problems 

that we have all seen occur . 

I would like to respond briefly t o  one of Carl Dj eras si ' s  point s , 

on the need t o  bring into the process people with unique pract ical informat ion , 

and also to the comment of several ind ividuals in the audience asking how 
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the ordinary citizen can part icip ate . The Food and Drug Administrat ion 

has attempted to encourage industry and consumer part icipat ion on advisory 

commi ttees in a way that has been uniquely successful and could be applied 

in other areas . In addit ion to the usual use of independent experts  on an 

FDA advisory committee , in the recent pas t there have been two additional 

people on each advi sory commi t t ee as nonvot ing members : someone selec ted 

by the industry that is affected by the work of that advisory commi t t ee , 

and someone selected by representat ive consumer organizat ions s ince consumers 

are also affected by those decisions . They are full members of the committee 

excep t that they do not vot e .  They participate in all the dis cuss ions and 

bring the pract ical experience from two somewhat di fferent viewpoints ,  those 

who produce and those who consume . I t  has been , I think , an eye-opening 

experience for the scient ist s in the group and certainly for the regulatory 

agency .  I t  has been successful beyond the agency ' s wildest hopes .  And i t  

gives an idea o f  some innovat ion that can b e  tried t o  bring t ogether these 

divergent groups in ways that Dr . Koshland and Mr . Halpern have talked about . 

Finally , I would like to respond very briefly to Dr . Handler and 

his concern about my att emp t to  dismant le the National Academy of Sciences . 

HANDLER : Lock the doors . 

HUTT : It was pointed out t o  me last night that the National 

Academy s t ar t ed as solely an honorific society.  Perhaps it might be better 

eventually if it  returned t o  that function and got out of the business  of 

advising the government . It is at least possible t o  postulat e that the 

Academy ought to go back to being solely an elitist organization, where 

the members would mee t and t alk among themselves , and would not par ticipate ,  

as it  does today , in governmental decision-making . Dr . Handler , no mat ter 
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what you say , that is what the Academy does when i t  issues its  reports ; it  

is directly participating , and looked upon as an element , in government 

decision-making . 

HANDLER : I said we are not the voice and there is a different 

way to handle the decis ion-making process from an inpu t . 

BUTT : I understand . But the impact  of an Academy recommendation 

which is , after all , viewed not as being an advocate ' s recommendat ion , but 

rather that of  an independent expert body is quite different from the 

way that a consumer advocate viewpoint or an indus try viewpoint is received . 

I think we all have to understand that . 

Wi th respect to democrat izat ion of the selection process , all I 

was suggesting is permitt ing people to make nominat ions . I was not suggest ing 

that t he public at large vote  upon who should be on Academy committee s ,  just  

that some consideration be  given to  nominat ions by  the public . Out siders 

do s i t  on some Academy committee s .  I see . no reason why pub lic nominat ions 

would des troy anything in that respec t .  

The same cons iderat ions apply with respect to  paying more attent ion 

to conf lict s of int erest . Dr . Handler himsel f has recognized that as 

important . 

Intere s t ingly , Dr . Handler did not touch upon the quest ion of 

open discus sion . I find that it is  the scientis t s ,  not the government 

employees , who are concerned about open discus sion . We will  have t o  pursue 

that at  some other t ime . 

Finally ,  Dr . Handler ment ioned institutional responsibility.  

No one has suggested that there be a public vote on Academy reports , much 

le ss on mathematical compu tations . Once there has been open commit t ee 
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discussion and vot ing upon the commi ttee recommendat ions , the Academy 

could cont inue to use the same review process it has always used . Indeed , 

Dr . Handler would retain his full ult imat e  respons ib ility for each report . 

In short , what I was urging was a change in process and procedure , 

not substance . In my j udgment it would s trengthen the Academy , and in 

no way do i t  harm . I say that from the standpoint of a person who has 

been serving on an Academy committee . 

DJERASSI : The lawyers on this panel and the "citizens " in the 

audience are unhappy about the arrogance of s cientists  in general and the 

Academy in part icular . I myse lf am rather unhappy with the arrogance of 

these s ame lawyers and same citizens who are not willing to  afford me the 

privilege of cons idering myself an hones t  cit izen -- not an expert or 

scientist , but an hones t citizen .  I t  i s  for that reason that I would like 

to defend Dr . Handler ' s pos ition with respect to the Academy . The Academy , 

as he pointed out , is not the ult imate body , it is  j ust  one excep tional 

group of exper ts . The topic of this panel was no t to dis cuss the role of 

the Academy -- we would have discussed it very different ly -- but rather 

the role of expert s in general . But let me point out why I think the 

Acad emy mechanism is an excep tional one , a unique one , for people like myself . 

I cons ider myself an honest cit izen ,  and I say this with great 

emphasis . Ye t frequently I find myself excluded by groups like the ones 

that are sitting here in this audience , j ust because I happen to be 

contaminated in the ir eye s through my past or present indus trial contacts .  

Professor Dj erassi i s  cons idered an hones t person . Dr . Dj erassi is cons idered 

suspect because be has some indus trial cont act s .  Frankly , I resent this 

int ensely because Professor Dj erassi of Stanford University and Dr . Dj erassi 
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of Zoecon Corporation are the same person . The Academy is the only place 

where experts are accep ted purely on the bas is of their expert knowledge , 

and even if they are "contaminated" by industry they are present , they can 

be elected , nominated , or appointed to advisory commit tees . Everyone has 

to f ill out a confl ic t  of int erest  s tatement . One knows what b ias there 

may be , but this does not disqualify me from acting both as an expert and 

a concerned and honest citizen .  I would say that this i s  one role the 

Academy plays , and it is an exceedingly important one . If you didn ' t have 

that advisory mechanism for experts you would eliminate an enormous 

proportion of American scientists . 

I would now like to get to the role of the citizen . I guess one 

thing that I was really unhappy about -- I seem to be expressing now my 

own unhappiness -- is Mr . Brown ' s statement right at the beginning when 

he said that he resented the manner in which someone referred to him as a 

government employee . Frankly , I resented that he or someone else here 

spoke about me as a private industry spokesman . I am not here as a 

corporate spokesman , not of any corporation , and I don ' t like t o  be 

categorized in that context . I am here f irst of al l as a citizen ,  and 

secondly as an expert and as a scient ist . And I don ' t think I need any 

further descrip tion . Your descrip tion of me was qui t e  symp tomatic of the 

arrogance of  the nonexpert citizen .  

I have frequent ly wanted t o  ac t j us t  as a cit izen myself , 

Mrs .  Swet , in exactly the context in which you want to  do i t . What 

about the citizen like myself who lives in California and not in 

Washington , D . C . ? Do I have to read the Federal Register every day , 

every week? By the time I get it  the meeting has probably already been 
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held . Am I supposed to f ly over here each t ime I want to speak up ? Do I 

have to  depend on some spokesman on my behalf who may be a consumer advocate 

group that may or may not represent me as a cit izen ? How do I as an individual 

cit izen speak up? I have tried to do this a couple of t imes , and I would 

like to give you j ust two examples . 

I wrote to Senator Nelson that I wanted to testify before his 

committee on a topic on which I thought I was most qualified and about 

which I had thought deeply in a human and humane way when he had his b irth 

control hearings . His office didn ' t even have the courtsey of replying 

to my le tter . The second t ime was at the occas ion of Senator Kennedy ' s  

hearings around 1974-75 , when again I volunteered t o  test ify. Again , not 

even the courtesy of a reply . Was it  because of my well-known past 

industrial background would have made me an inappropriate witness ?  

Why is  i t  that I am not sat isfied as a citizen t o  b e  represent ed 

by some consumer advocate group ? As a consumer I like them to speak out 

even though they often speak in a very limited way , with very limited 

knowledge . Also , they have their own axes to grind . I am not completely 

sat isfied with them because they have concerned themselves almost totally 

with the past and with the present , but they usually ignore the future . I 

as a c i tizen am very much concerned about the future and about the impact 

that scient if ic knowledge can have , both positively and negat ively . I 

have seen a deplorable lack of informat ion , of interes t , and of attent ion 

in this area , and I f ind no group that is adequately representing me along 

these lines . I find it very difficult to get the opportuni ty to speak as 

an individual citizen , and I can assure you that Carl Dj eras si is not the 

only person . I am sure there are hundreds ,  perhaps even thousands of people 
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in this sector of the scient ific-technological community who have pract ically 

been disenfranchised by the arrogance o f  the cit izen , the lawyer , and some 

of the government officials . 

ROBBINS : I am going to take the prerogative of the chair and 

forego making any wise and summary comments . You have heard from a 

remarkable assortment of people . I want to thank every one of you who 

came here . I wish we had been able to cover more t erritory , but I don ' t 

imagine anybody could have stood it if  we had . Thank you all , and thank 

the panel . 
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